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The werk carried out during the year can be
'conveniently classified under four headings
of which a pair have alredy featured in the
Administrative Reports No.o and No.9 These
headings ares
(1)
Approximate mathematical models for
adaptively stabilised man machine interaction
(and analysis cf data obtained from experimental
systems).
t

(2)
Pinal experiments with the existing form c
automaton population computer prigrrjnme.
(3)
Discussion and formulation cf a novel
.-class of programmes (to ermprehend salient features
cf the automaton population and the algorithmic
programmes).
(4)
Development cf the basic Cybernetic Learning
Model tc include processes such as Imprinting and
Maturation cr their mechanical analogues.
The work under (1) has been carried cut by
G.L.Mallen and I and, sc far, has led to a
single publication describing a linear
approximation model which is shown tc be
Lyapunov stable and in accord with the
experimental data. Sc far as (2) is concerned,
T ,R .McKinnon Wood and I are chiefly responsible
Per the discussions involved ii (3; wo had the
benefit c'f Dr. Bw rn HoiJer*s participation.Dr
Hoider visited the laboratory for a couple cf
mc'nths in the summer; Mallen, McKinnon Wood end
I also participated. Item (4) is my own effort
but currently the imprinting model is being
simulated and some preliminary data should be
available fairly soon.

Part 1, Analysis of the Cybernetic Learning Model.
Section (3) of Annual Summary Report No, 2,
Contract AF,61(052)640 describes an investigation
of some macroscopic properties of the basic
learning model. Administrative Report No, 7,
reports an experiment concerned with the adaptive
instruction of a perceptual discrimination skill
aight subskills. Briefly, this experiment
involves an 8 x 8 display of squares, each of which
can be back illuminated. The track of an object is
displayed by illuminating,in succession, a sequence
.. _ . a -— — identifying and Intercepting
displayed trajectories as soon as possible after their
commencement. The difficulty of discriminating a
trajectory is varied by changing the intensity of
random light pattern. An Adaptive Control Mechanism
Ui.c.M.;¿ selects trajectories from a class of
f ^2....8 members at the nth, trial. The (A.C.M.).
adjusts the difficulty levels* , of the trajectories,
so that the subject's proficiency ? remains constant
at a1 value P0 predetermined by the experimenter.
Thus, if
is the subject's proficiency with the ith.
trajectory, at some stage in the instruction, then
i
(A*C*M*) attempts to make f; = 0. The (A.C.M.)
also changes the membership of N(n) - from which it
selects trajectories to present to the subject - accor^inT
to the following rulei' *
^N^n] -

^

unless

when/lN(n)*aO

AN(n) = -1

if

unless N(n)=l when/vN(n)=0

Where ¿P and <Sfare the estimated values otïf/àt (i.e.
rate of learning) for N(n) and N(n)-1 respectively.
The results of thu eiaporia^its with this arrangement
suggest certain conservation principles which wwere
discussed iln Administrative Report No. 7.
These principles lead to a couple of analytic procedures,
namelyt'

f

0

(1)
We may regard the coupled laan/machine system
as Liapunov stable .
(2)
ve may regard the subsystems concerned with
the
¿ adaptive stabilisation of the subskills
as qnasi-independent components in the sense that
compared to the relaxation time of the ,N' adjust¬
ment system, any one of these subsystems has a
short relaxation time.
Hence the entire system
can be partitioned.

Vy

A Mathematical Model for the Learning of a
Structured Skill"!
This work is fully reported in a paper by Pask and
MallenCl;,
It is a mathomatical description of
the basic system behaviour when a subject learns
a structured skill under adaptively controlled
conditions.
It may also be argued that the model
exhibits features which are conn on to more general
cases of learning.
According to the familiar
cybernetic learning model, as expounded in Annual
Summary Report No,2. and elsewhere^.;the acquisition
of a subskill is correlated with the development
(in the subject) of an organisation that realises
and embodies the subjects codes for this subskill.
In the mathematical model presented here, the
changes that occur when the subject learns under
adaptively controlled conditions, are represented
by the changes in a pair of information measures,
namely H and I. Where H is the subjects uncertainty
and I is the subject1s maximum possible uncertainty
and is determined by the experimental environment.

MB

Fe envisage, in the first instance, that our
model describes the acquisition of a single subskill
and that the experimental environment has the following
general features.
A subject is presented with a sequence of problem
stimuli at a steady rate thorough-cut a sampling
interval A t.
The sequence has an intrinsic
uncertainty I associated with it. At the end of
the sampling interval an adaptive control mechanism
evaluates the subjects responses, and uses this
information, according to some control rule, to
adjust the content of the next sequence of problem

.¿n-f,*';

■

,

stimuli.
If the problem stimuli represent
components of a structured skill then the ACM can
control and even optimise subject learning.
Experiments conducted along these lines were
reported in Annual Summary Report No.2.
Subject Assumptions.
Certain assumptions are made about the conduct
of the subject in the experiment.
(1)
We assume that the subject attends to the field
of attention deter» ined by the experimenter and
interacts within the experimental environment
”according to the rules of the game1'#
(2)
We assume that the subject prefers to achieve
goal satisfying responses rather than responses that
do not satisfy the accepted goals.
Accepting these axioms, the ioilowing statements
can be made regarding the abilities and behaviour
of the subject.
(1)
The subject lias an upper and lower limit to
his rate of mentation; if he is presented with
material outside these limits he is unable to
cope with it • V e can express this condition in
cur descriptive model by stating that for learning
to occur, the subject’s uncertainty H, must at all
times be such that
H ^ hiin
id Hnin are the maximum and minimum

Where Hmax
uncertainties that the subject is able to cope
with.
^
(2)
Learning will occur (i.e.
it*.
0) if

^max'7

^ ^ **nin*

(3)
Vvq assume that for all trials prior to
reaching criterion performance (in a subskill)

(4)
We assume that the subject acts as a self
organising system in the sense of von Foerster,
i.e. the rate of change of behavioural redundancy
is positive.
The model that we new present for a single
subskill is the simplest that accounts for these
conditions.

5
The Model,
Por learning to occur, we know that,
ny >. H >Hmiw
I«t H0 represent the subject's uncertainty at the
beginning of a trial.
trial

Tien for learning to occur in that

^aax ^ Ho ^ *Wn.

We assume that the subject's learning rate ( —c|H ),
is proportional to :(1)
A subject's characteristic parameter, k.
(2)
The ammount by which his initial uncertainty H
exceeds
l.e. ( Ho - H^).
His remaining uncertainty H. Combining these .we
may write:= -k (H - H , )5
o
min'

Honcô

H = H0 exp(-lc(H0 - H^Jt) ....(1)
It is reasonable to assume that AH
,,
MlflH &T= coa8tant
s^mPly implies chat the subject's uncertainty is
r!p
^
a
fashion, to the intrinsic uncertainty
of the experimental environment. For simplicity of description
we assume : —
AH = AI ....(2)
Next, we express the general form of the control action
taken by the adaptive control mechanism. The general rule
for a single subskill can be written as follows:^ At = I(n-1) dt +û<ô1

lf Hn.*t>H(n,1)û,f*(3a)

^ At
I(n-1) ût“^Al lf \ftt^H(n-1)Af,^3b^
CnAt is the value of 1 at the n-th trial, (trial length isût.
At
value of H at the n-th trial, before control action
is taken.
«<. and ß are control parameters •
Considering now the behaviour of this basic model,
At t = 0 let I . Ht0 =
then one trial later.
^o+At = “to- fronl <1)
UJL

JLOfJL

' ;* '

JLCX\jVl’j

And the control action to be taken is determined by (3a); that ii
At = ho***1'
Hto+ a t is inc^ased to Hto+a<AI.

During the period At tc 2At
EQ>
and
learning can and does occur.
The subjects
uncertainty at the end of this period is
Hto+2At = Ho(t0 +&t) exp(-koi,ù I ¿v t)
The decrease in H due te learning in that trial

and in general the reduction in H in trial t is
-AH(t)Æo(t)(l-exp(-k(Ho(t)^mlll) at).(4)
We can see that aH(t) increases as t increases,
ti ^110 t^fSay, a point will be reached when
is exactly equal to the increase in I,
nanelaWAI introduced by the A.C.M. For tines
artor t^ the initial uncertainty at the coeil encement
of each trial (i.a. Ho(t)) will ba Ho(t y
This
will continue tc be the case until I ■ T
time t s t0.

2

at
i

I£ the terminal criterion fcr a subskill is that
t= ^aax ^ = no. of trials to reach criterion
performance) and h0(iiia^)=
Then the time
taken to reach this terminal condition will be
T At = t2 + td.
Where td = tine required for.H tc decay from H0^t n
t0 ^lin at constant I =
18

From (1) this tin:

*4 = 108 Ho(t2)- l06 Hnin.
k(Ho(t2)- W .

Thus, for a specific HQ/t ),td is dependent only
on subject parameters and so is constant. Hence,
TAt is minimised if t2 - td is minimised.
will be minimum when H
is inaximised and from

Vh

(4) v/e see that this occurs when H /4. v = H
0(^)
Taax.
IhanaH0(ti)^ =
=
Q-erp (

0¾ .(5)

A Iop is the optimum value of tlie discrete
’’difliculty” increase tc give maximum learcing rate.
At equilibrium (after t,, when dH
1

ai = .

TE

.¿U
i
¿T

Now, taking tha linear aoproxiLiation to eauation(l) >
H = - k(H„-Hm,
Jt.
»inf = -«Ho-W

we note that dl

-dH

and since dH
oiti
li
dH

= 0 we may put

as

F

i. e.

= dl

^oiti =

"ar-

at equilibrium

+ dH

as

,(6)
.(7)

g.

These equations describe the behaviour of the coupled
subject/machine system, dl is determined by the
Á.C.M

control rule.

as

We can interpret equation (6) as follows:
If due to some external interference, the subject
begins to learn more auiokly at Ho(t)=
th(jn
dH goes more negative, and hence dH0 goes negative.
"3S
This is recognised by the A.C.M. which then increases
dl
to compensate. For a single subskill the A.C.M#
dt
achieves this by changing ^ , the control parameter^

ar

Extension of the Model.
Sc far the model has been described in terms of
th<3 continuous, infcrration-like measures I and Hf
Thqse are not easily measured during the learning;
process, but it is argued that they can be replaced
in the relevant equations, by the sampled state
variables, difiiculty
^ and proficiency
In particular we can substitute
/yO for - dH and /V
for dl

p

The model describes the processes that take
place in the dynamic man/machine system when a
single subskill alone is being learnt. In order to

n
jJL !

extend the description to include the case v/h en
a*6 rehôarsed jointly, we mu it
consider the cases of positive transfer of training
arc conditional interference among the various
v!¿
^10 single subskill model is characterised
t of the trial period o:%
sampling interval. The A.C.M. takes control action
^nî?e-,end °f Pfriods of this length. In the
subskill case, or the case of a structured
sicxii, control action for a particular subskill
may be much delayed, since the time between cne
nex^» may
relatively long,
inus "cne control mechanism must have a much longez
time constant.
The subsystem parameters change viry
slowly compared tc the subsystem time constants
xh
so, approximately, we may regard the
subsystems as separable, and if the complete
system is stable, in dynamic equilibrium;
Positive Transfer of Training.
Suppose there are *m* subskills and that we can
attach *a priori«, values a, b.to the
interactions among them. That is we are given
an interaction matrix
a

where Qij = 0 ) i = j

> o ; 1 ^ J*
The elements of this matrix indicate the
amount by which the achieved state ^ of the i-th
subskill aids learning rate in the j-th subskill.
Consider the case when m = 2.
<“o
a =i;b

S

S\

b, > 0.

Let us assume the subject has been brought to
equilibrium, by the A.C.M> cn each of the subskills
individually before joint rehearsal takes place.
Let t, be the earliest time at which both subskills
are at equilibrium with H = H
Let tg be the
.....
o
max
.earliest time at which I± =
for i = 1, 2
Then from equation (7) we get two coupled
equations specifying the new dynamic conditions for
the equilibrium of the two subsystems.
These are

9
= k^i. (HTnflT.)-j *“

TT“

+ b X2 ••••••••. .•«•( 8a) •

= ¾ ( <W2 - W + a ^ .^8b)-

new t2 is döterninad by the lowest average
and it is evident under the joint rehearsal
conditions that this is minieisod if dl^ sdlg )

ïït ar

assuming that kx = k2 and (Hnax)]L = (HEax)2,

If we wish to maximise the expected rate of
learning we may use the control policy indicated
by this result. The A.C.M. can achieve this
control by altering the microscopic difficulty
levels ( X A 1^), and ( /. /-^1)2 of the two
subskills or by varying the relative number of
tines each subskill is rehearsed,
*

The above analysis uses a linear approximation
and {It becomes inapplicable at the point, which
is realised in real learning, at which the subject
is using a higher order concept. When he has
acquired this higher order concept the two
subskills aro treated as a whole and interaction
between the two stops.
The case of conditional interference can be
treated in a similar manner. The same rule optimising
learning rate applies. Again, the linear approximation
breaks down when the subject acquires a higher order
concept •
Stability of the Coupled System.
Returning to the question of stability as exhibited
by the coupled man/machine system. It is not
altogether surprising that the coupled system shows
features of stability since it is the purpose of an
Adaptive Teaching Mechanism to make adjustments in
the teaching environment to compensate for the changes
that occur as a consequence of the subjects learning.

We will show below, that it is possible to apply
Lyapunov's criteria for dynamic stability to the
coupled system. We can obtain a Lyapunov function
for the system in terms of the behavioural redundancy
R, of the subject. This will enable us to assert
that a condition for stability is that the subject
be able to act as a self—organizing*system.
4 4.vAc2°ïding Î0, Lyapunov's theorem, any dynamic system
with state variables ft. is stable if Vis a function
of these variables sucn thatj(1)

0 > dV/dt.

(2)

V> 0.

=

dgj/dt . ¿V/«^

The state variables of the ooupled man/machine
system are the 2n values of ^ and % , Since, on
the average, £ = /¾ for all "i” (due to A.C.M. activity)
II can state that d?/dt.=0. Then, the first Lyapunov
stability condition (for the coupled system) becomes;—
0> dV/dt.

.

Ld^/dt . àv/òr\: •
‘

We argue that there is a function of
, and hence of
I,' which has the properties of a Lyapunov function
for the system. Let this function be f(I). then
we require that:'
(1)

0 > df(I)/dt.

(2)

f(I)>0.

Choose f(I) = H/I = 1-R where R is the behavioural
redundancy • Then : s

df(I)/dt. = 1/1.dH/dt. - H/I2.dI/dt.
Now, when the coupled system is in equilibrium
we have shown that dH/dt = 0. Thus;df(I)/dt. = - H/I2.dI/dt.
Hence
0 > df(I)/dt.

iff

dl/dt > 0.

Thus the system is stable if, and only if, dl/dt>0.
In subject assumption 4, we assumed that, for learning
to occur,
acts as a self-organizing system
i.e. that dR/dt > 0 where R = 1-H/I. This condition
implies that dl/dt >0. Hence, the condition for
£CI) = 1-R to be a Lyapunov function is the condition
that the subject be a self—organizing system.

f
(1)

Pask G. and Mallen G.L. - The Method
of Adaptively Controlled Psychological
Experiments. Proc. of I.i'.A.C. Symposium,
Teddington 1965» Instrument Society of
America, 1966.

(2).

Pask G., - Man as a system that needs to
learn. Advances in Cybernetics. S. Beer,
F.H. George and D. Stewart (eds.). Pew York
Academic Press. In press.
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Part 2>

Autoioaton Models and Simulated Populaticua.

(I) .
Pro grace e Development«
In Administrative Report Number 9t vs/e presented
fairly detailed records (automaton distributions
at moves 5»10,25i55» and 100), for a couple of
simulations that differed only insofar as in ¢1)
theie were environment constraints intended to
favour the complex types ’’x” and ’V whilst in
(II) these constraints were deleted. The constraints
prohibited simple automata(those of types n-" and "I”)
access to certain nodes which were thus;exclusively
the feeding 0round for complex automata#
It turned out that the complex automata were
dramatically dominant in (I) and in (II). In each
case the simple automata became extinct as might be
expected.
The rate of extinction was rather
greater in (I) than in (II) and the steady state
population number of complex automata is greater
in(I) than in (II).
This sort of dominance does, of course, depend
upon an initially diffuse distribution of automata
(the main experimental condition for Administrative
Report Number 7). Entirely different patterns (in
which the simple types of automata are relatively
more numerous) can develop from compactly structured
initial distributions, for example, the populations
in Graph 1.1 and in Graph l.II, of the induction
experiments described in Annual Summary Report
Number 2.
However, there is a sense in which a
"simple dominance" is metastable; transitions
" 1 or - t or X" are permitted but the conversé
transitions "t or x*no1 or - " are not. the
induction effects produced in the experiments- of
Annual Summary Report Number 2» all depend, in
one way or another upon this effect; similarly,
of course, biological induction depends upon the
metastability of equipotential cells which, in
this case, is due to the probability of differentiation
*nd the inprch&bilityand usually pathological
occurrence of dediffer tiation.
To ensure that the complex dominance effect in
(I) and in (II) is not an accident, these simulations
have béen continued for a further sequence of 100
moves (making 200 moves in all of which the first
100 have already been reported)# The results
appear in Graph.1. and in Graph 2 of the present
Report•

--1

w

We now consider reducing the dominance of
these complex types of. automata by selectively
increasing the cost of structural maintenance
for all of ’’x” or
,and decreasing it for M-M cr,,l”.
.

It is fairly easy to find a value of the
structural maintenance cost parameter (the amount
of food in the stomach of an automaton that must
be expended, each move, to maintain the automaton
body at a given age level) which renders the steady
state population instable and which will render it
extinct because automata that are able to reproduce
fail to make the encounters that are a prerequisite
for reproduction before they decay. The determination
of this cost value is shown in Graph 3, for the
environment with constraints and in Graph 4, for.
the environment without constraints. The fact
that the critical value is higher in Graph 3.
than in Graph 4 is due to the "filtering” effect
of the environment constraints which tends to
separate "x" from
into different habitats
as well as favouring ”xn and ”+” against the
m-" and ”1” (the separation of habitats will,
on average, provide the automata with more food)«
Now we insert a more than normal but slightly
less than critical value of the cost value into
the initial conditions of a simulation (so that
it acts upon the ’’x” and ”+” ritomata before the
and ”1” automata have become extinct). In
this condition the maintenance of the "x” and
population numbers depends ¿jointly upon the
encounter of viable ”x" or *,4” and the encounter
of combinations of viable simple automata, namely
generative encounters of the type
with ”1”
into ”x” or
Insofar as the complex population
mairinaEy stable-on its own it depends upon
generative encounters between simple automata.
Insofar as the larger than normal maintenance
cost value reduces the number of complex automata
at a given instant, the simple automata are
able to survive.The dependency, cited above,
renders the population of simple automata somewhat
analagous to a food supply to the complex autamata
and so the complex automaton population can be
stable if and only if it allows its food supply
,-to survive by limiting
of reproduction.
In view of these comments the data in Graph 5»
for the constrained environment and in Graph 6, for

The unconstrained environment is not altogether
surprising. As the value of the cost of maintenance
parameter is increased from Graph 5 to Graph 6 for
(I^.??d^from.Graph 7 to Graph 8 for (II) an
oscillatory interaction develops between the
pimple automata and the complex automata. The form
0®cilla'tioû is more evident in Graph 9 where
the X and
automata are lumped together as
complex types and the
and “1” are lumped together
jsimple types (for the constrained enviromsent)
Graph 1C (where the same procedure is adopted
the vniefeí^on?^ained^e?vironment)* ^ resembles
í?e«vlt
J1^e,predator ppey interactions that
¾^^e??^In0dei1?? ln a statistical fashion by
tnere is every reason to believe
the*JÍLSnderlyin? pro6eès is Bome Primitive form of
the predator prey interactions he and others have
ofnm¡Hnted in rea} li*6 P°Pulations. As the cost
of maintenance value is further increased the
o?™
-Í1?11 freQuency increases (and predictably,
sin^e it is a non linear system) their amplitude
Rather suddenly the amplitude of
the oscillation becomes so great that one of the
reaches 0 f°r the simple automata,
ohi defiinitl0?^t^e complex automaton population
8102:16
tllis val-ue
the cost parameter'
and sinoa there are no simple automata left, the
eûtire system decays.
’
\

There is no explicit rule embodied in the
f110^8 the automaton population to
restrict its rate of reproduction. Yet it is
teLÍd^aí 8 r®striction is applied, for otherwise
the oscillatory behaviour would be, at the most, of
ephemeral occurrence. In fact, this oscillatory
behaviour persists over a considerable range of values
of the cost parameter.
(2)

Implicit Mechanisms

The mechanism involved is of some interest because
the commentators on Kernels work (1), often appear to
regard his statistical conclusions as contrary to
the point of view adopted by Wynne Edwards (2) in his
discussion of homeostatic mechanisms for the control
di
nuink®PS•
fact there is no necessary
between the statistical and the homeostatic
2f view in.this matter, and the present
simulation, primitive though it is when compared
fnrhth0rnn]‘-p1ffe population» serves as a vehicle
for the unifying argument that will be briefly presentee
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According to Wynne Edwards (2):thesis (whic^i was
^ ^13^1 Sumiuary Report 2) the local
population in a given habitat either inherits or
develops conventional constraints which act as a
homeostatic mechanism for maintaining the number
of members of the population near to an optimum
íaÍ??ÍSetôrmíned
tî:i0 food available from this
habitat.
The sensory mechanism is usually a
ritualised Epidieoticdisplay, for example, the
fv??1
of 21010 territorial birds and their
habit of flying around their territory. Such a
displayf110^8 any individual to glean and to compare
information regarding the fruitfulness of the
habitat and its number of occupants.
The operation
that is performed by the homeostatic control system
^ a limitation of the rate of reproduction or*
alternatively an operation that leads some members
of the population to emigrate into another habitat.
CSeveral, rather varied, mechanisms have been
cited as responsible).
The decision regarding
which organisms shall be prevented from reproducing
^ ?v,ôaisrvtõ is rade ^ ^ hierarchical
«no?« 116 Cî the mQ5hers of the population which is
analagous to, and for some species may be identical
f??ili*r Peck ordering of fowls. Something
akin to an hieræ?chical ordering is ouilt into the S
present simulation due to the manner in which automata
a high value of stomach content are processed
before those with a lower stomach content. However,
a similar ordering is built into any population wherein
tne members differ in vitality or speed of response
îfï0 of
realistic population) and
where vitality or speed of response confers some
advantage upon the organism concerned (this advantage
may, of course, be overlaid by a conventional
ordering). But the simulation contains no conventions
that are analagous to the Epidfcctic display or mechanisms
aaaagoUB to a variation in reproduction líti.
Wyraa
iädwatds refers to thu Rarut of sensory activities
involved m the^ Epidieoticdisplay and the subsequent
decision regarding whi. organisms shall be inhibited
as symbolic competition”(which is really a cooperative
process)and the crucial issue is emphasised by the^
comment that our simulation programme makes no explicit
provision for the cooperative process uf "symbolic
a°nomentÍagcÍart fr°m th° f°0d Procedenceiaontioned

In contrast, tho idea of statistical interaction
lacks any cooperative feature. The predator prey
interaction is wholly coiLpetitive in characterl As
the predators eat up the prey, fewer predators are
able to live in the habitat, hence the number of prey
can increase and consequently more predators may,
after some delay, be accomnodated. If what amount
to “weak interactions” between predators are
subsumed by a “statistical mechanics” it is shown
that the situation can lead to an oscillatory
dynamic equilibrium; rather than the crass instability
predictable on the basis of a deterministic approach*
Mathematically, this system is impeccable. From
a practical point of view, however, we may profitably
make a closer examination of the population of
predators, and also 't the weak interactions. For,
on the one hand, it is evident that a homeostatic
system would be an advantage if it existed. On the
other hand,it is evident that almost any conceivable
realised population will embody constraints and
inertial terms that could provide an implicit
homeostatic mechanism even in the complete
absence of any manifest or explicit or predetermined
arrangement. Such an implicit mechanism is readily
adumbrated by weak interaction and in some cases
exerts the required smoothing effect.
Our simulation, for example, provides
an implicit homeostatic mechanism. The automata
cannot learn on their own but cooperating groups of
automata most certainijjcan learn.
There is plenty
of evidence that organised collections of automata
act as sensory devices th.it detect the food
concentration and possibly tho automaton density
in the neighbourhood of a‘cooperative group of
automata. If, for example, the motile ”x" automata
are deleted from ¿he replicating cooperative group
of automata shown in DIAGRAM 8 of Annual Sunn1 ary
Report 2, the entire structure decays. It is likely
t?hat these automáta Jiave a sensory function with
reference to the group and in less elaborate cases
than DIAGRAM 8. such a function is perfectly evident.
Similarly, even though there is no explicit mechanism
for adjusting the rate of reproduction, there are many
cooperative interactions that allow an aggregate of
individuals to prevent the reproduction of an individual
member of this aggregate or a particular type of member.
These microscopie modes of interaction have been
adequately reviewed in previous publications.(3)(4)#

to
is
» and it Day bo impossible,
îfi*h?hn a P?5ti2ular d^Pidcit mechanism as responsible
îolJiî manifest control of predator numbers(the
a^006^ certainly a distributed
control system). However, it can be arguedthat
av6??^?1, ?uinbQr of microscopic features are
eännffi^w8??10 conditions than in others, for
' b^at the unconstrained environment provides
diversity of potential implicit mechanisms
Oonîîïi0? CT* n<* theso 81,0 in
used) than the Sr8
is
envífoncieat. In this connection, it
in
ccir:mentij6 that the elaborate population
vfluafîn %9r a larfûr ranSe cf cosb Parameter
ï^ïnîhe ïûc40ûs*rained environment than it
is in the constrained environment
^ke exd®tenC6 of implicit mechanisms able to
Censewence1of1mnH»nîStlt}0 ëystem is a “chanioal
f mo?eJ-¿fng> in a detailed fashion,
organisation that is imaged at a
fltrnr?nS£iC ^°1
the CcmPetitive mathematical
n?íí^!ur?*
These ^Piicit mechanisms entail
Í^SSCO?4i0 cooPöration,often perhaps the mode cf
cooper.tion called symbolic competition. Hence
nonuMiSon°^d-and fast dooaroation batMaen°a'
SfPBÎ?în?n>,that ïcef 311(1 âces ûot satisfy the paradiem
nnnvoííf1 hfE1®osta»ds» although a ritualistic cr
^
fraEework can bo detected when this
fnîasiS ^
manifest. Since these
ior a rather crude model like
i£%hfÔfent s^ulati°û, they are presumably applicable
?^fSe
W Physical realistion, such as a
constraints imposed by the physical fabric are .
stringent and the inertial properties of this
î^ïic*?e D°?e elaborate. Thus, fir from IrgíiS
that either thesis of mutualism is mistaken 1° ^
theflia1? bhat thorQ is a continuum of which*each
ÍS 2nö extreme case. In reality, the
dynamics of mutualism are to bo described hv onmo
point on the continuum. The only criticism^
remains imnlieitthe ^B*°^tic meÄsm
distinJ,H?fliCit
nay often bo impossible to
whe1h^Uor ActaSit°roïïfteC. 0poratioIlal criteria,
(5)*

Ebcplicit Mechanianft.

It is possible to introduce explicit honeost -Mr
nechanisms for the control of^ho nSnbS cfauto^ata

in the population at a macroscopic or at a micro—
•kS°?vC level* The macroscopic control is mediated
on ^5?•f?Perfmen^er« but it could be embodied in
an additional subroutine for the programme. The

?HfoT‘CUl5r4?ec5an^s?
^as 106611 adopted is not
ír6!^^ it;f for,D is chi6fly determined by what
T? ?^1S noî ^ a*®essible part of the programme.
ÏÎL1«
Practice, to obtain a print out of
în™wmb?r ?fvsimPle automata
and "I”, and-the
number of elaborate types "x" and "+". Further
mnviSi-0aSy t0
the reproduction rules from
mechanl8m°l8
' the 83q>liCit h0“08tatlc

mSdify

. Torndnaje^iove^r1 ;
,.,

[obtain nunber (”-,rJ+Number("7*')-A *’
*.....

*...

n

. ..

-

i Obtain nucbar ("x" J+Nunber(»»+")«B

-• •
... .
!' Fern Cn «Bn-fCon '

.

^^
i/V1«

.— .-TT- A... ..L'. ;;.
: 18 Cn ^ Constant2
i
yes
I Select R
; Select Rn+1-R2r
'n+l^l •
'—y-I Discard ^n»®n»0^# and Procese Hove n+1 j

^re

\ is the reproduction rule to be used in
procowefng the automata at the n-th move and where

*

namely; r^produotion ^6 used in the present simulâtioh,

-0- . 75«i -, 25^ 1, loi . 75^ if 2555 _4
-ol - lo - . 505¾ »x», 50* »+» XoX « 100* X, + 0 +.100* +,
and Xo + »X-p + >i 50^ x, 50# +;
and R« is the reproduction rule

-0- - 75# -, 25# 1; 1 0 1 . 75# 1, 25#; - 0 1

1 0 -

* 50# x, 50# +} x 0 x ■ Nothing.
The effect of employing this macroscopic control system
is exhibited in Diagram 11 and Diagram ^2.
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Explicit social homeostasis can also be
introdused at a microscopic level to yield a
distribited control system. The microscopic
mechanism is a rule that is built into all or-some
of tho automata and which, if suitably chosen,
acta as a form of social constraint (the antomata
are designed to accept a limitation in the interest
of the group even though it may be contrary to
their own immediate welfare). Experiments with
microscopic mechanisms have been performed v/ith
the earlier simulations, briefly mentioned in
Administrative Report Number 5 that contained
automata having 8 possible motions and imaged
as ^ in the usual convention (the * automata
are reached from simple types of automata by the
reproduction rules in Administrative Report
Number 5$ iß the simulations we shall discuss
there were no simple automata, and all of the
automata had the form
; in the simulations we
have so far considered, the > type of automaton
is prohibited).
These 8 notion automata are not
in search of prey Vut they live in an environment
with definito "overfishing” characteristics. The
rate of food influx at a node in tho environment
depends upon its previous occupancy until a limiting
rate is achieved. Until this limit is reached the
environment will support a high density of automata.
But any collection of nodes is readily "overpopulated"
for beyond this limit such a high density cf automata
cannot be supported.
The population has Overfished"
the environment and it cannot survive unless it
is able to detect an approach to this critical
value before the value is reached and to adjust
its density. The fact that populations such as those
imaged in Graph
and Graph 14 (for population
number) and Graph I5 and Graph 16 (for the
corresponding food average) were, in fact, stable
is further evidence in favour of implicit mechanisms
of social homeostasis, for without it overpopulation
could hardly have been avoided in at least some
regions (of course, overpopulation did occur, in
many simulations).
Amongst several types of
automata used in
these experiments one was "gregarious". The i-th
"gregarious" automaton contained an adaptive
parameter assuming the value ofP in at the n-th move.

3K_-. _
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It was equipped 'with a sensory arrangement for
determining the density of automata frather than the
level of food) at the nodes to which it could move and
at the n-th trial, moved to whichever node had a
density of automata nearest to pin* This sort of
automaton also had a ,tmemcryn system wherein it
could record the average increment cf stomach
food whilst P j was being increased by +1 for each
move, say Z^n+ and the average value cf this
increment whilst P ^ was being decreased by -1 for
each move , say Z^-, It adjusted the value cf
by making
la = +1 if Z*a> Zja
= 1 if

Jin

thie '’adaptation” smoothed out the density
distribution and stabilised some types of
population,but it was liable, as we have already
oonnentedto an inherent instability that stems from
the fact that aggregations of automata with high
mean? . values reproduce rapidly when they core across
a favourable part of the environment but are unable
to disperse when the food is depleted (they need a
mechanism- like the phase mechanism for locust
emigration, but the programme does not provide it).
The gregarious automata were next developed
into a form that used the automaton density data
and the auajtively controlled value of P
to
adjust the critical stomach food level at which
reproduction occurs, if there is a suitable encounter
with another automaton (the motions of these automata
were determined, as in the case of other non-gregarious
automata, by the food levels at all accessible nodes.
They move to the maximum food level available).
This arrangement is certainly an explicit
homeostatic mechanism and its efficacity at the level
of the population, rather than the individual
automata, is indicated by comparison of the "normal"
and the "homeostatic" curves in Graph 17 and in
Graph 18.
The perturbation applied to induce
instability is a sudden, experimenter controlled
decrease in the food level at all of the nodes in
the environment.
It is evident that the "homeostatic"

population is far more tolerant of this perturbation
than the "normal” population from tfhich it differs
by the adjunction of the explicit control over
rate of individual reproduction. This comparison
is net exact because rather a long interval is
needed (about 25 neves) for the Piri to assume
representative values. However, the effect
exhibited is dramatic ano similar effects can
?in different populations •
ithere is a mass of partly analysed print cut that
supports this point on inspection).
(4)

Social Norms.

There are many ways in which features of a developing
population can be usefully described.
In Annual
Summary Report 1, for example, we presented
detailed data about the motions of individual
automata. It would have been possible to compute
the correiations of motions and it might, in some
conditions, be worthwhile.
Less detailed information
is provided by density distributions and move by
move plots of population number or plots of the
average numbers of different types of automata.
Amongst the mere interesting sorts cf data, is
a curve representing the numbers cf individual
"Utomata that possess a particular property. A
couple of these curves are shown in Graph 19 and
Graph 20. If these distributions are invariant
over a reasonable number cf moves or if they shew
regular and correlated transformations they are often
mere revealing than an account of the motions executed
by the automata.
I? sociological studies, for example, stable
distributions of this sort (made with reference to
the number cf individual organisms having a
sociologically cogent attribute value) are called
Social norms. Arguing conversely (and no longer
restricting our attention to social attributes)
the motion characteristics of automata in the
environment constitute a very specialised and not
necessarHyvery interesting set of norms. Indeed,
suitable automata need nv.t move in any such
environment as a plane of nodes. They ii¿it ©cually
move in a space cf properties and the character of
their motion might equally well be described by norms
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or number distributions made with reference to
any or all of these properties. This is the type
cf description ?nd the type of automaton w ich is
considered in Part 3 cf the present report. The
automata have an '‘abstract environment" which is.
however, more readily identified with interesting
facets of reality than a special plane of nodes.
(5) •

Main Results.

The present type of simulation has served a number
of purposes and has been used to test several
hypothesis. In some respects the picture it
provides, though readily conceived at a superficial
level,is cumbersome and of limited applicability.
Hence, although the programmes will be preserved and
may occasionally be used,it is not expedient to
carry out further experimental studies in this
framework. The picture remains, however, an
admirable vehicle for demonstration.
In fact, the chief merit of such a simulation
lies in the opportunity it affords for investigating
mechanisms.
The macroscopic characteristics cf
populations are often mathematically tractable and the
mathematical or statistical model is obviously
preferable (in the macroscopic case) when it is
available. There would thus be no real point in
trying to validate macroscopic hypothesis within
this framework (there cay. of course, be some
exceptions tc this comment) and the mechanistic
hypotheses that can be tested are greatly restricted
by the form cf the environment and the interpretation
of events as "motions" in a "plane".
We shall
indicate the main achievements,so far, and proceed
to some radical innovations.
(I)
The microsccpic behaviour cf automata ina
potentially cooperative environment has been fully
investigated. The initial experiments were rather
crude hand simulations, carried cut informally by
the author. These have been checked and in most
respects confirmed by a number of careful hand
simulations performed under this contract. The
microscopic behaviour of motion, simple interaction,
reproduction and the cooperative actions of
cooperative groups of automata have bèen checked
0?^În4.rniîiaJ cj'ttputcr programme (designed in accord
witn the hand simulation) and described in the
Annual Summary Report No.l,
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(II)
Ocoperative groups were shewn to replicate
as in Annual Summary Report 2.
(III)
Their members were shown tc ccncliticnally
differentiate. In other words a persistent division
of labour has been demonstrated.
(IV)
The stability and ocoperative interaction
of varie us types of adaptive automata have been
examined. Broadly, an adaptive automaton is able
tc introduce a form of variation akin tc the
Va?4^^c11 ^e^weun indMduals who hav$ learned from
a different background of experience..
(V)
Generative reproduction rules, of the type
considered in Administrative Report 5» have been
simulated. The later generative simulations deleted
type** to avoid the convergence of X and + to a
single type.
(VI)
A study of induction with 4 type populations
of automata is described in Annual Summary Report 2,
and serves tc distinguish several mechanisms for
induction.
(VII)
Using 4 type populations and a rather simplified
environment in which only the main features of the
food distribution are preserved (but In which the
payoff" function governing the interaction between
the automata is still "superadditive", sc that
cooperation is still advantageous) it has been
possible tc consider the effect of constraints that
faveurthe "elaborate" types of automata "x" and "+".
These selective constraints are a generalisation of
the idea of a "filter" for automata previously mooted
in connection with the informal hand simulations.
The flow chart for the modified programme embodying
the generative rules and the simplified environment
“ as DIAGRAM 1 — is attached (since it has not
appeared in previous reports)•
The effect of the generalised "filter" constraint
is described in Administrative Repcrt Number 9 and in
the present repcrt.
y
^ ixi
£he present repcrt we consider a predator
prey like interaction wherein, by increasing the cost
oi maintenance parameter value for the "x" and the "+"
automata these elaborate types of automata act as
SrHd«hr.n ÍV\Íe?pd0Í tc the ■ sinPle automata of types
“ and "l" that act as their prey.
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(IX)
Implicit mechanisms and explicit mechanisms
fcr population number control or "social homeostasis"
have been discussed and exhibited. The "implicit"
mechanisms exist in all of the simulations. A
macroscopic explicit mechanism has been described
and its effects have been observed in conjunction
with the "simple" environment programme. This
explicit mechanism was shown to stabilise a viable
population of automata and to render it 'viable" in
conditions that proved inadequate in the absence of
this mechanism.
(X)
Experiments using a microscopic (and distributed)
mechanism for social homeostasis have been performed
with a modified type of gregarious automaton. Although
the data has recently been extracted from the print
out and presented in the present report, the experiments
(which involve the original environment) were carried
cut mere than a year ago.
These results have been obtain^ using a couple
of essentially different computer programmes, written
by R.J. Feldmann for the I.C.T.1202 computing machine,
in machine language. Several modifications of each
basic programme have been used. The first programme
is outlined in Annual Summary Report Number 1 and
replicates the hand simulations that are described
in that report.
The other programme is outlined
in the attached flow chart in DIAGRAM 1.
Mr. Feldmann
was also responsible for the idea of a gregarious
automaton and since leaving this organisation has
conducted several "automaton like" simulations
(the details of his present work can be obtained
from him at the University of Bonn#
But*very
broadly, I understand the.t he is trying te açply
concepts of the sort used in the present study,
within a chiefly biological framework*as a model for
particle interactions or at any rate descriptions
of particle interactions, in physics).
Although the results we have reported have been
presented at various meetings, they have not yet
been published (apart from an account of the informal
hand simulations and seme descriptions of the field).
A couple of papers, one chiefly concerned with the
induction experiments and the other with the mechanisms
for social homeostasis, are being prepared. These
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papers cay be published in "Kybernetik“ er
possibly submitted to the "Bulletin cf Mathematical
Biophysics". A uald statement cf the experimental
results will appear in the Proceedings of the 4-th
Congress cf the International Association cf Cybernetics
to complement the description^ which has recently
appeared in the proceedings of the 3rd Congress,
held in 19C1.
Later,it is intended te examino the already
existing print out in greater detail and to publish
a commentary upon the more subtle features cf the
system.
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Discussion of criteria fcr designing additicnal
programesT
In the abstract we aim tc siculatc a cycle of activity
of the fern indicated below. It nay be variously
identified as "learning^ or the development of an
eubryc or the development and evolution of a social
structure. This'^ycle” is
(1)

Variation, producing a variety of potentially
novel ferns.

(2)

Differentiation, through a selective process,
to produce sene stable and distinct entities
realising a subset of these forms.

(3)

Dispersion of and discricination between
these stable entities.

(4)

Cooperative interaction between those
entities tc produce higher levels of
organisation, so that variation can
provide potentially novel forms cf a
higher order in an hierarchy cf control
and organisation.

Depending upon the chcson identification cf the
Cybernetic Model the variation in (1) may be
"Mutation of a genetic code"or"the efiect of
differing experience} the differentiation in
(2) may be biclogical differentiation, the
application of an available analogy relationship,
the realisation of a code, imprinting, or the
staole division of labour in society; the dispersion
in (3) may amount tc adaptation»discrimination,
the movement apart of cells from different tissues,
or localisation.
Finally, the cocporative interaction
in (4) may amount tc evocation in the embryo of a
novel structure by the juxtaposition of previously
separate tissues, the production cf a novel analogical
relationship,or the acquisition of a conceptual
structure.
The cycle indicated is entirely consonant with
the initial statement cf the "evolutionary system”
medol that is contained in publications such as (3),
(4), and (5).
The innovations needed in order tc
bring matters up to date are chiefly a realaxation
of the constraints upon the environment in which the
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"entities1' 'become dispersed and through which
they interact and a separation between the cedes
for individual entities th-t develop the "forms"
of the previous paragraph) and the codes for the
"higher order" entities that (as in the previous
paragraph) are produced by their interaction.
We have already commented upon the
environmental restrictions. It is proposed to
remedy this defect by reducing the environment
to a payoff (analagrus to food) a communication
network (determining the neighbourhood cf automata
cr entities in the simulation) and. a communication
cost defined as a function cf proximity in this
network.
Sc far as the codes are concerned some further
discussin is necessary. In the present simulations
we have embedded rules that allow the individual
automata to become more elaborate as they develop,
for example, that allow pairs of
and "1" to form
the "x" and "+" types of automata. In this particular
case the production of an "x" type or an "+" type cf
automaton is explicitly an unfolding and realisation
of the basic code for an ^ type of automaton. Hence,
the event is distinct from the production cf a code
of the sort that occurs when a cooperative group cf
automata develops as a stable system, is replicated,
and persists. The cooperative group also has a code
although it is not explicitly stated in the programme.
In the first place, we intend to automatically
produce or (in degenerate cases) to explicitly embed
the codes for higher order structures and to separate
the code for the original and automaton like entities
(from their realisation) so that this code has the
status cf a set of instructions that are carried by
the autematen.
The automatic production of higher
order codes presents a chiefly technical problem.
It appears to bo practicably solvable in several
ways but no solution has so far been selected.
The codes of the individual automaton are to
be progressively modified as a function cf the
parentage, age, and e^peri^nce of the automaton.
The parentage determines the potentially available
codes. The age leads to a decrease in the "competence"
(in the biological sense of this term) of the automaton
(the number cf codes that can be realised is decreased
with increasing ago).
The experience of the automaton or
within the biological nomenclature,the"field" effect of
neighboring automata, acts upen the codes that are
competent at the particular instant when an experienced
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•vent takes place# This leads to a more elaborate
iriiividual auto oaten than those used in the
present simulation and as a practical issue to
populations of fewer automata. Sc far as the
elaboration is concerned the form cf an automaton
is a subroutine in the programme that is elaborate
enough to specify the learning process associated
with a single subskill of a structured skill and
the first flew chart for this individual, shewn
in DIAGRAM 2, has been designed with this
identification in mind.
Hence, the increased
elabcration has the effect cf allowing for something
comprehensive enough to embody the previous
algoiithdclearning model as the code for an
individual automaton (the adjunction of the
mechanistic model to produce a realised entity
or automaton is exhibited, in a slightly degenerate
form, by DIAGRAM 2).
Obviously the (neceas rily reduced) numbers

cf automata will present sue*g difficulties. It
seems likely, however, that we c^n compensate for
an inadequate size cf population by introducing
statistical variables that represent the rather
loosely ccupled effect of an aggregate cf the
cth^r members cf an imaginary large automaton
population.
Once again there are some technical
problems and apart from the case in which the
simulation is identified with the learning process
in a student who is acquiring the subskills cf a
structured skill these problems have not been
solved.
The solution used in this case may be
universally applicable. It is presented in the
paper 15 Man as a system that needs to learn” that
is cited in Part 4 cf this report and is.being
embodied in the programme of which the flow chart
above represents a single subroutine.
This programme
is being written for the 1301 computing machine at
Brighton and, in a specialised form, in Sweden also.
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SYMBOLS USED IN THE FLOW DIAGRAM
COMPUTER PROGRAMME.

n

un

OF THE

~

A set of intellirible problems*

-

An Intelligible problem.

-

A set of understandable problems,

-

An understandable problem.

U

A set of similar and unsinplified problems.

u

An unsinplified problem,
A stimulus (which may be simplified).
An unsinplified stimulus.

A. *

X

An arbitary sequence of x*,
A solution .
A correct solution.
A responce state.
A correct responce otate.
A solution mapping from

to

A solution mapping from u* to
-

d (.^)-

P

A simplification procedure of degree ^.
Knowledge of results signal;
if y = y and 0 if not.

CXni7n) = 1

Proficiency.
A code unit.

A0

C'a

-

A string of code units.

-

An embodied code unit.

—A string of embodied code units.

Symbols for flow diagram (cont.)*
Minimal subsystem of nentarion.
Number of operations used in L° application.
-

Number of operations used in Linear
Concatenation (L 1 applications).

-

Number of operations used in Group
Substitutions (L 1 applications).

^ max,

“*

Maximum number of performable operations
in time />. t,

Xnin.

“

Mimimum number of performable operations
in time : t.

ûX

-

Change in

-

‘'Activation'5 of c^ .

Jn(c°)

-

"Concentration“ of c2 .

Gn

-

I

G0

-

Limiting value of Gn .

and Anin> .

0¿°P-

The subscript *n* refers to the nth. trialr

A. ij.

Furthar Developirent of tho Cybernetic Learning Model.
Since Armual Summary Repcrt Nurber 1, the ccncepts
underlying the basic learning luodel have been
considerably extended and attempts Mve been made
tc identify the abstract Cybernetic structure v/ith
physical systems.
Sc far as its psyche logical
identiiication is concerned the argument is set
cut in "Man as a System that needs to learn" (this
paper has been modified to bring it up to date,
it is, at last, genuinely in xoress, and a Xerox
copy of the final lanuscript has been provided
fer the file).
A partly psych-logical and partly
'.’data processing" identification, also up tc date,
is available in "Some Colments on the organisation
of Men, Machines, and Concepts" which appeared
in "Education for Information Science", Edited by
Heilprin,Markusson. and Gccdman, Spartan Press
and MacMillan 19G5(reprints of this paper are also
in the file).
Finally, I have attempted to produce a form
of this model dev id of ordinary symbolism; in
other words, with mathematical symbolism replaced
by a graphical ccnventicn. This graphical ferm
is a equate for several bio logical or ethclogical
identifications of the model and, in particular,
for an account of the conjoined maturation and
learning process called "imprinting". This
development of the model appears in a bock that
is being written (by the present author) called
"The Cybernetics of Living Systems". Since some
innovations are involved and since the "imprinting"
model seems novel enough to deserve simulation (it
is certainly amenable tc simulation) Chapter II
and Chapter IV of "The Cybernetics of Living Systems",
which contain the relevant material are attached
to the present repcrt as appendices. Although the
content of Chapter II and Chapter IV is unlikely
to be changed, these appendices should not be
regarded as the final manuscript. In several
places the style needs to be improved before
publication, but the basic ideas sire presented*

CHAPTER II
Cybernetic Models and Control Systems.
Control S.ysteos.
Chemical plants and factories are controlled by automatic
devices which are designed to maintain the goal cf satisfactory
operation.
Aeroplanes are flown by automatic pilots that
respond to haphazard perturbations of the vehicle and satisfy
the goal of keeping it on a proscribed course.
The temperature
in a building if often adjusted by a control mechanism that
senses the room temperature, compares it with a standard
value and turns the heating on or off as an operation that
achieves the goal of maintaining the room temperature value
nearly oqual to the standard.
Nature is teeming with control systems.
Large scale control
systems maintain the character of the Biomes (such as “Coniferous
Forest” or "Desert" or "Grassland") given the basic resources
of air, sunlight, water, minerals and space in which to grow,
xhe action of these ecological control systems can be observed
in the microcosm of an aquarium that is freshly innoculated with
pond water.
After several days, che aquarium attains a dynamic
equilibrium condition.
The plants, animals and bacteria live in
balanced numbers; the animals use the oxygen produced by the
plants, (which aerates the water) one species uses another for
food and waste products, in non-toxic concentrations, are
reutilised and transformed. The whole thing is driven, through
photosynthesis, by sunlight.
Vv'e can show that it is a control
system by artificially disturbing the balance when, within limits,
the balance is automatically rectified or by changing the basic
conditions of illumination or size when a different dynamic equil¬
ibrium is achieved.
Hence, the entire system is- stable for it
achieves the goal of maintaining a balanced population in the
presence of arbitary disturbances.
Further, it is ultrastable.
(in the sense of Ashby) because, when the basic conditions ¿re *
modified, it achieves another goal which is compatible with membership
in the class of all viable aquaria.
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Distributed Control Systens.
Unlike the majority of mechanical control systems, an
aquarium is a distributed control system.
It would be
difficult to identify and localise the part which senses
a deviation from the goal condition or the part that operates
(like the heating apparatus in room temperature control) to
approximate the goal.
The difliculties over localisation
are exacerbated by the complexity of the system; it is a mesh
ox control rather than a single control system. There are
the metabolic control systems of the individual organisms,
the control systems that maintain the concentration of
various products in the water by changing the secretion and
ingestion of the population as a whole, and many others all
of which interact with one another. But it will often be
impossible to put a finger on the components of a single
control system in this mesh, even if it is isolated. The
functions of different parts are carried out upon different
occasions by different physical elements. Further, on any
one occasion, a functionally distinct action or computation
may be carried out in many different places. Hence, we say
that the control system is distributed (or that the functionally
distinct entities making it up are distributed).
Distribution of control is neither confined to natural
systems nor is it true that all natural control systems are
cf this form. There is, for example, one class of error
resistant automata that is functionally distributed. These
automata are networks with the property of automatically
compensating fer arbitary changes in structure(that, in the
absence of a special design, would introduce error into the
overall computation).
These automata have been considered
in detail by Cowan and Winegrad; their design entails the
recoding of an original netv;crk which is able to carry out
a computation C v/ithout error(using components that each do
a specific job) into a further network in which C is computed
by components that may do several jobs.
Some mechanical and
some natural systems fire of this sort, for example, some parts
of a mammalian brain.
*
*
Some are distributed without the special virtue of error
resilience.
Other natural systems, including many of the
control systems in a brain or in animal behaviour, are perfectl
localised.
Basic Organisation.
Whether or net its parts arc localised, the organisation of
a control system is well defined.
It is built up from the
functional entities in DIAGRAIvi 8. namely,

.(1)
A bounded demain representing properties of the
environment or of the system itself, upon which the system
operates and in respect to which it aims for a goal.
(2)
A sensory or recognition device able to determine
states ci this domain, a goal specification, and a comparator
that determines the value of a "distance” or "deviation" from
the goal (the extent to which the present condition of the
domain is unsatisfactory and must bo modified).
(3)
A source of variation. In the simplest control
systems (such as temperature controllers and positional
servomechanisms) the variation occurs in the domain; .tho
room temperature fluctuates or the position of the motor
shc'ft changes _ haphazardly.
In other cases there is an inbuilt
source of v?j?iation which, in the absence of any change in the
domain, perturbs it by making trials or performing experiments.
_ shall call these active control systems and some systems, for
reasonsj/?e_ snail discuss later, are necessarily active# The
locus of the variation becomes a matter of definition when the
system is distributed; the source of variation needed to keep an
aquarium going may be in the environment or in the control system
as we please, for the domain is not well localised.
(4)
A decision rule that stipulates, for any deviation
from the goal, what sort of operation shall be performed in
îrc7u. S a¿i-;pox^ria^e ^be goal. The decision rule usually belongs
to the familiar class of "negative feedback" rules; tho system
annuls deviation from tho goal by operating to a degree that is
the inverse of the deviation or "feedback" signal.
(5)
An operation that acts upon tho domain to achieve and
preserve the goal state.
The diversity of operations is as
nha^Oi8 îu6 divörsity of domains; turning on a heating apparatus,
changing the concentration of a metabolite, moving a muscle and,
for aq interesting class of systems that have a collection of
orSan;LSL1s as their domain, changing the rate of growth
oí« rrw£rfa?lsms or 2?eir ratG of reproduction.
The crucial points
iíceivLtfrímtíh 0SeraHon shall be throttlod back by the instruction
fr?m thô_dQGlsioIi rule (in the absence of which thß muscle
?tt Ww
1?I>Se load or the reproduction rate may be gigantic) and
(II) that only an energetically or numerically small change of
pnf^Uîî1C?ifroni thö dGCision rule is sufficient to produce an
m fníriftui?pric&11y iargo change in the operation.
Properties
(ÎV yi?ld the sssentlalcondition that there is an
control loop from sensor to effector or. in
a siightly esoteric usage of the term a pov/er ga.^n»

sflà Biological Oontrol Systems.
Probably the most cogent distinction between man-made and
natural control systems is that, in the former case, the goal
is specified by a designer, whereas in the latter, it is
discovered by an experimenter. Neat as it sounds, the
distinction is no more than a useful generalisation; some
man-made control syotems (such as the evolutionary simulations
in.?TaPtôÇ VL * 8110 various "learning” and "intelligent”
artifacts) do not have any well defined goal; conversely,
the experimenter often uses a design that constrains the
natural system and partially determines its goal.
Although the goal of a control system at a given instant
is fixed, it need not represent a static condition. It may,
ior example, stipulate a constancy of rate, (in weich case the
state of the system is not constant, by definition), or it
may. prescribe a restriction upon the changes that occur without
m any way, deterring change; the dynamic equilibrium of an
aquarium is an illustrative case; the maintenance of a constant
number of individuals in a population wherein some members decay
is another.
Stability.
The control system is stable if it can achieve its goal.
Now stability is an important but deceptively simple concept.
Strictly it is defined with respect to si given class of
disturbances or perturbations, with respect to a particular
state doscri¿rticn (a model in which certain properties of the
system and certain operations are deemed relevant and used as
descriptive coordinates) and often with respect to a particular
class of laws (such as the class for which all changes in state
can be described by linear equations).
Control engineers can usually
make enough assumptions to ¿justify fairly strong stability statements
and there is a collection of more or less stringent "stability
criteria" which allow them to inspect certain properties of a system
and to determine without setting it in motion, whether or not it
will be stable.
Most of these "stability criteria" are inapplicable
ln^ÏÎ,losy bôcauso the
assumptions cannot be justified. Some
of them can be applied to special cases (like the control of
voluntary movement and the Mantid control system in Chapter III.
and those (such as the Lyapunov criterion) which do net depend
upon linearity assumptions can be used more generally.
In the absence of formal criteria it is still possible to say
something about the capabilities of a stable control system).
It
must be able to compensate for any admissible deviation from the goal*
it must be able to act more rapidly than the environmental
fluctuations that perturb its domain) 1« must be able to operate in
an appropriate fashion.
The most comprehensive formulation is given
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by Ashby in his law o±* "Requisite Variety”.
If we know
the possible operations of the control syotem (any one
of which may constitute a long sequence or «strategy of
actions, it is unambiguiously stated) these can be used
to label the columns of a table; knowing the possible
perturbations of the domain, these can label the rows
of this table; the entries (or row and column inter¬
sections) are possible outcomes. Tho goal of the
system is satisfied by ã collection of one or more
of these outcomes. Ashby points out that a control
system is only able to achieve its goal and thus to
be stable if the possible variety of the actions
(or columns) is at least as great as the possible
variety of the perturbations (cr rows) in this
tabulation and this is its requisite variety.
Composition Rules for Control Systems.
Tne control system in DIAGRAM 8, is the basic unit
in a Cybernetic Model and it can be combined to
yield the reducible structures shown in DIAGRAM 9 and
DIAGRAM 10. &ince these structures are reducible they
are also Cybernetic Models.
* DIAGRAM 9, is a parallel combination of systems
a,b, and c.
These systems are coupled in a specific
fashion that does not entail the modification of their
goals, and they interact. Most of the control systems
in an aquarium are coupled like this.
Alternatively,
a,b, and c. could represent separate automata
communicating by signs.
HEAGRAM 10, is a sequential concatenation of
control systems or an operation sequence(of the
operations carried out by the control systems).
As Brissey points out, this structure is characteristic
of the motor and "conative” functions of an organism
(whilst the parallel combination is characteristic of
sensory and cognitive functions. We shall also come
across operatio n sequences in many behavioural
organisations.
•
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At the motor level the control systems A,B, and
C, might concern lowering and taking body weight on
the right foot, raising the left foot and'bringing
it forward.
The operation sequence (A,B,C) images
a crude sort of walking movement. In any operation •
sequence (walking, or not) we call the goals of A,B,C,
sub go als and engage B when A's subgoal has been achieved

and C when B's subgoal has been achieved. An
engagement of A thus realises th^. walking movoiuoiri
(providing that tlie contingent subgoals are
achieved) which is the goal of the entire operation
sequence. Now A er B or Ó in isolation are largely
irrelevant to walkingj 0 is mechanically impossible
without B| and the éngagement of A,B, and C, in an
improper order is usually absurd.
Thus the improper
ordering AtC,B, will land an organism flat on the
floor*
Codes for Control Systems.
If we have an alphabet of signs for objects and
operations then this organisation of (AtB,C) which
expresses the contingent dependence of the several
control systems and leads to the satisfaction of the
"walking movement" goal, may be stated as a code
expression such as "Achieve Subgoal A, go to B and
achieve subgoal B, go to C and achieve subgoal C:t*
This code does not stipulate how the subgoals should
be achieved or what physical operators realise the
operations prescribed by the code. It specifies,
in each case, some oportti: n and this in turn, a
class of operators. Hence the code (or the tlass
of codes we consider) is the explicit statement of
a goal(and the implicit statement of its constituent
subgoals) in a given sign system or language. The
code, in fact, is a programme like a computer
programme, wherein the constituent codes for A,B,
and C are subroutines. In deference to the. fact
that codes such as the code for A,B,C represent
control systems, Miller, Gallanter, end Pribram
have called them TOTE or "Test, operate, Test,
exit".units (the "exit" specifying the address for
a further subroutine of the same sort).
The operation
sequence is a physical realisation of a TOTE unit
sequence (each operation being replaced by a specific
operator) •
The embodiment of a code prescribes something
or describes something; it can accept instructions,
ouch as "realise the operations that are prescribed,
as operators", it can also issue instructions, auch
as "consider the next code sequence"; hence, the
embodiment cf a cede, its written form, must have
certain properties.
There must be an alphabet
of signs able to denote objects or other signs an^
there must be rules for the associæticn cf signs and
the denotation of associated groups of signs. Finally,
there must be an interpretation mechanism whereby sign
sequences are converted into actions cr further signs.

-7Various physically stable structures sorve as signs
and are used to enbcdy codes, for example, chemical
molecules and parts of the nervous system.

The Control of Control Systems.
The construction of FIAGRAM 11 (I), is an hierarchy
involving the control of control. It is obtained by
replacing the domain of any control system (the higher
level cr lA systeçj) by the collection of goals
available to an L or lower level control system(so
that the L1 controller acts to change the goal of
an L° controller and receives feedback information
regarding the achievement of these goals).
If, as in DIAGRAM 11 (II) the I»1 control system
is embodied in a physical., system but tl¡e L° control
system is not, then the lA control s/stem exerts certain
constraints upon tho L° control systems that may
subsequently be embodied? in particular, it determines
their possible seals. However, nc L° system exists,
In deference to this fact, we adopt the symbolism in
DIAGRAM 11 (II) and comment that the constraints
exerted by the L1 systeii upon the putative Lu system
are identically an L° code for this control system.
It is entirely possible, if the system is realised
in a fabric with malleable or inertial characteristics,
that these constraints persist after the IA control
system has been active or even after it has decayed.
In this case wo adopt tho symbolism in DIAGRAM 11(111)
which is equivalently an assertion that the code for
an L° control system is written in an alphabet cf Lc
signs.
The control cf control is alternatively
represented in terms cf selection. The necessary
construction is obtained by replacing the L1 operation
of L° g;.al variation by an Ir operation of selecting
an L° control system (able tc aim for only a single
goal)frcm a collection of alternative L1.control
systems and it appears in DIAGRAM 12 (I)# As
indicated by DIAGRAM 12 (II) the selective action
of an
control system determines an L° code and
if the Ii control system of DIAGRAM 12 (II) decays
(although its selective constraints persist in a stable
fashion^ this Is an L° code written in an L° sign
system as suggested by DIAGRAM 12 (III).

The selective construction for representing the
control of control, is particularly usoful in
connection v/ith the genesis of operation sequences.
Amongst the most common L° operation sequence codes
are programmes, produced by an L* control system,
that specify the order in which certain operations
must be performed without determining in detail
what operations shall be performed. Such a code
is indicated by DIAGRAM 13 (I); it is identical
with the specification of Z and the domain and
ordering of the boxes labelled as A,B, and 0; the exact
contents of A,B.C, the operations to be performed,
are not yet determined because the specifications of
the subgoals ,:A,:,,,Bn, and C only determines a class
of control systems.
Hence A may be legally
substituted by A^ or A2, B by B^ or B£ and 0 only
by CL (hence,C is determined, which is exceptional)
to yield the operation sequence in DIAGRAM 13 (II).
The legality of any substitution is merely a matter
of whether or not it satisfies the Lo code and any
other constraints that may be imposed.
At this stage (A,B, and C have not been
substituted) an instruction to achieve the goal Z
is ineffective. But it may (and commonly it does)
provide an input to a further In* control system,M,
that is able to select substituent operations within
the L° code constraints often also imposing constraints
of its own.
The system M need net be the Ii system
that erected the initial L° operation sequence code
and usually it is not. Further, in e wie important
cases, the substitution, process depenas upon exterhally
provided V- signals and upon L° signsle that are dealt
with by any L° systems that have already been
constructed as a result of partial substitution.
(In any case, as Brissey also points cut, the
construction of a sequential process entails some
•parallel* data).
The genesis of an operation sequence is readily
generalised to yield parallel combinations of control
systems and thus amounts to a general model for learning
in the nor-trivial sense of building up control systems.
To obtain the learning model we have invoked a malleable
or inertial fabric,(or the concept of adaptibility) but
tiö control hierarchy is reducible to control systems
(embodied in such a fabric) and consequently this model
for learning is a reducible Cybernetic Model.
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Tc coaplõte tilo picture we ccir-pent that in
experimental situations the L° signals which act
upon the learning process are stimuli and that the
L1 signals are "reinforcements^ cr "rewards”(whore
applicable, instructions also).
If the adaptible fabric has the physical
characteristics required for a sign system
(according tc our previous ac>.cunt) then the
codes we have ccnsicered may be writoen or
embodied in this fabric. Given such an embodiment
the concept cf a level cf control or cf an
organisation, too hierarchy LC,L^.. is open
tc an equivalent linguistic definiticn. These
levels of organisation are distinct domains of
expressions in the sign system; lA is the domain
cf expressions that describe or prescribe Lc
expressions and If1 is the domain of expressions tnat
denote reality hence, if the sign system is a
language, a level cf control is simply a level of
discourse in this language.

Systems that are and are not immutable structures.
Any localised machine (mathematically, any finite automaton)
must decay due to haphazard abrasion of its structure. So
far as man made machines are concerned, wo accept and neglect
this fact. Until they wear out,their fabric as well as their
organisation is regarded as immutable.
The same sort of decay
affects the localised living organism.
Its fabric is obviously
subject to the inroads of age and of predation.
But the actual
rate of breakdown of its constituents is very high indeed.
An
organism could never achieve its normal age (indeed it could never
be born) without special arrangements for’reconstructing the physical
embodiment of its organisation.
The components cf an organism
are in continual flux.
Even in the higher animals the materials
formipg many of the organs are replaced completely every few weeks
and, in some cases, every few davs.
To exemplify the permanence of an organisation v/ithin a labile
fabric we shall consider the control systems of a cell, where the
flux cf material is rapid and obvious.
Although the organisation
cf a coll is complex it has recently become rather v/ell known because
cf several important and lucidly described advances in molecular
biology.
A study cf this com. lex organisation also provides an
especially straightforward illustration of the difference between
(and the reality cf) levels of organisation and control such as
L*1* and Lu; it will be evident that these are levels of coding
(for the IA and L° alphabets of signs and the forms of the
corresponding expressions are unambiguously defined)} and we
shall thus demonstrate the plausibility of a later contention
that Lr and L are languages, or alternatively that they are
levels of discourse in a rather comprehensive single language.
The Cellular Control System .
The lowest level control systems in the cell aro organised enzymes*
or sequences of enzymes.
The organisation of these catalysts may
or may not entail spatial distribution on a membrane (it does, for
example, in the case of the respiratory chain mechanism in the
mitochondria).
In any case, the essential comistión is a chomicpl
specifity wherein the product cf a catalysed reaction is used as a”
feedback signal to inhibit at least ono of the enzymes catalysing this
reaction.
It was once believed that inhibition depended chiefly
upon substrate competition (in other words, that the product molecules
competed with the substrate for the active catalytic site on the
enzyme).
Some inhibitory systems do verk in this way, for example.
Oxalacetate ions inhibit succinic dehydrogencse in the Krebbs
t|cyclô of DIAGRAM 15.
On the other hand, many enzyme mclucules are
allosteric.
They have mere than one"activo,,site. One site is
•Biological catalysts made cf protein.
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occupied by the substrate molecules, the cthor is cccuoied
by a specific molecule that- alters the configuration 'and
activity of the enzyme. It may act as an activator co as
an inhibitor, for example, L Iscleucine inhibits the. action
cf L Threonine Deaminase which is an enzyme ratner a longway back in the reactio n chain that gives rise to L Iscleucine.
The important point about allosteric interactions is that
the several specific inhibitors and activators are signals
in a communication system and need bear no cmrrediate relation
to the substrate or the product of the reaction that is
modified. Henc-e, cooperative effects are able to form
parallel and sequential combinations of control systems
and these cooperative interactions bind the metabolic
Control systems into a coherent organisation (this level
of organisation will be denoted as Lc, and the metabolic
control systems will, be called L° control systems).
Enzymes are proteins(molecules principally made up
from long sequences of amino-acids). There are 20 alternative
amine—acids and since their pattern determines a protein
they form an alphabet of 20 letters in which the Lc code
for a protein is written as a long sequence. Now proteins
decay and must be replaced by a manufacturing process.
^nzymes and other proteins are manufactured at*structures
in the cell called ribosomes, which also participate in the
process of decoding genetically specified information that
gives instructions for assembling amin-acids into protein
molecules.
The system concerned is shewn in DIAGEAM 14. The genetic
code which specifies tne cellular organisation is embodied
in a substance,D.N.A. which makes up the chromcsome^ in the
nucleus oí a cell. Th© D.N .A. is made from chains of airly
small molecules called nucleotide bases (thamine,adenine,
cytosine and guanine,labelled as T.A.C.G), that are held
together by sugar molecules and are associated with proteins
called "histones". At this level of organisation, which we
denote as LA, the instruction for taking up and assembling
a single aminc-acid appears as a triple selected from T.A.C
and G. so that a complete protein is represented by a string
of triples. Any D.N.A. strand specifies many'jjroteihs»which
are thus specified in an Ii code as words in a four letter
alphabet.
comment that D.N.A.strands existan the cells
of nearly all organisms) in pairs and that the pairing is
orderly; if strand I contains C at a given position. Strand
II contains G, if I contains G then II contains 0, if I
contains T then II contains A and if I contains A then II
contains T; hence the strands are complimentary.
Now the decoding system which interprets ^instructions
in terms of the L° specification of enzyme proteins involves
the fact that one D.N.A.strand can form a complimentary strand
of a substance called "Messenger" R.N.A. Like D.N .A. the
strard of R.N.A. is made up from four bases; A.C.G. as in
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D.N.A. and uracil U, in place of -T, but in R.N.A. the bases
are held together by a different sort of su^ir.
•*.

*

The production of an informationally homologous and
complimentary strand of messenger R.N.A. is effected by a
polymerising enzyme, but it is controlled by a number of
distinct It control systems. In a multicellular organism
the cells are differentiated; only some of the genetic code can
be copied. They are also restrained by hormones which,
possibly acting through the histone proteins, allow or disallow
the production of R.N.A. from specific loci on the D.N.A.
molecule • In addition there are I* control systems that are
able to recognise L° signals. The underlying Ir mechanism
consists in the "structural11 loci ordenes" on the D.N.A. that
are able to produce messenger R.N.A. codes for a particular
system of enzymes and another pair of loci, the "operator"
gene that control the structural gene group and determines
whether or not it will produce the messenger R.N.A. that it
is able to produce and the "repressor" gene that manufactures
a specific material the regulator, which acts (1) upon the
operator gene, wiiich it inhibits or disinhibits according to
whether it is or is not actiTated, and (2) as an L° signal
recognising device in the sense that it is specifically
activated by some molecule that is either one substrate or
one product of the enzyme system*. If the specific activating
molecule activates the repressor and inhibits the operator to '
"switch off" enzyme production, the control system is called
renressiblei if the converse effect "switches on" enzyme
production it is called inductible t in each case the effect
may persist after the L° signal has appeared and is no longer
present. (The underlying mechanism, at any rate for repressible
systems, is often less elaborate insofar as the operator gene
and the repressor gene are combined at a single locus).
The messenger R.N.A. that bears the
codo for an enzyme
group is broken down fairly rapidly in the cell, chiefly by an
enzyme, ribonucléase. Before this occurs the messenger R.N.A.
passes on its Ir code to a ribosome which translates it and
interprets it as an L° code and which embodies this D° code in
the protein molecules of the enzyme.

•Footnote. The inductible syster that has boen most thoroughly
describod is responsible for producing the enzymes. Permease and
Galactosidase which are required for the assimilation and
metabolism of lactose in the bacterium E Coli. This E Coli
lactose system is induced by the L° signal "lactose" in the
culture medium.
The most thoroughly described rjpressible
system manufactures the enzymes needed to synthesise Tryptophane
and it is repressed by the specific L° signal of "Tryptophane"
in the cellular environment.
‘r
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The rihosones arc made from preto in and a stähle form of
R.N.A. riboscmal R.N.A. (which is also monufacturea from a
D.N.A. code but which boars no message).
In the cell there
is another stable form of R.N.A.(again produced by D.N.A. but
bearing no lA message) which is called transfer R.N.A. The
transfer R.N.A. exists in at least 20 specific forms corresponding
to the 20 dliferent amino-acids that arc used for the manufacture
of proteins and that embody the signs in the L° alphabet.
In the
cell, each of the amino-acids is attached by a specific enzyme to
a specific transfer R.N.A. through an energy bearing phosphate
linkage.
The Transfer R.N.A. amino-acid combinations are
assembled on a ribosomo to form the L° coded strands of enzyme
proteins that are specified in the It* code by the nossenger R.N.A;
the ribosome thus "translates” the Ir* code into an L° code, or it
"interprets" this code; further, it cooperates with an energetic
mechanism to embody the L° code as a specific protein.
The control of this interpretation process is mediated
at the point where informationally homologous messenger R.N.A.
is produced from a D.N^A. coded genetic locus. This "between
level" control ci an Ir process by an L° process has already
been doscribed (in terms of inductible and repressiblo systems)
and given a specific signal molecule for each L° control system,
it couples the Ir control systems to the Iicontrol systems to form
an hierarchical or ganis '.tion as in DIAGRAM 14.
^productive Process.
Amongst ether materials the metabolism of the cell produces
nucleotide bases and the remaining constituents of D.N.A.
Although the exact mechanism is not yet known, it is evident that
a signal is produced whenever either (1) The cooperative interaction
between thu parts of the cell is impaired by decay or (2) the
multicellular organism needs more cells of the type concerned; in
the latter c se the signal is hormonal. (In passing, it is useful
to compare (1) with the recycling signal in the Tsombega system
of Chapter Vll and (2) with the signals in Capter VIII).
On
receipt of this signal the double strands of D.N.A. are replicated
using the materials provided by the metabolism and the genetic code
is thus freshly embodied in a copy of the original D.N.A. After
D.N.A. copying the entire cell divides and the copied D.N.A. conveys
the gonetic data to the daughter cell*
In principle the copy may be perfect; an organism-acquires
potential immortality in a static v/orld insofar as it has the
trick of using its own metabolisr.; to reconstruct its own code in
a stable èmbodiment like D.N.A. and thus to reproduce. However,
such an organism could n^t keep pace with a dynamic world; tc do so,
it must be capable of variations (that are supplioa in fact, by
genetic mutation) and it must be equipped with a "natural selection"
principle whereby those variants that fit the changes in this world
preferentially survive.
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Energetic Matobcllsn»

;

The whole process depends upon a supply of energy which, in
animal cell?, is nainly derived from tLu oxidation (or equivalently
the dohydrogenaticn) of foods such as sugars and fats* Now the
synthetic activities we have outlined (as wall as the more
specialised cellular activities of actively maintaining an ionic
balance or, in musclo cells, of contracting) accept energy in
a common form md unit*
The energy is accepted from a cormon
energy carrier, Adenosine Triphosphate (or A.T*P.) which donates
an energy rich phosphate linkage as the conn cn unit and is thereby
converted into Anoncsino Du phosphate cr A.D.P.*(l)The basic
energetic requirement is thus to manuf acture A.T.P. as the "charged”
form of energy carrier given A.D.P. as the "discharged" carrier
that has activated some reaction* To do so entails the provision
of a highly structured physical system that oxidised food in stages
that provide tie right size of energy units. Most of the parts of
this system situated in the mitochondria of the cell as indicated
in DIAGRAM 15*(2).
It thus appears legitimate to conceive the
primary function of the L° control systems as the ccnstruqtion
maintenance of this energetic machinery and the synthetic machinery
such as the ribo semai mechanisms supporting memErúniF^ãíd so on)
which it feeds.
Hence we arrive at a reciprocal correspondence that images
the crux of hierarchically organised control in systems that
(unlike most man made artifacts) are not inmut.-ble and must actively
maintain their characteristic patterns•
The L* control systems
construct and maintain the embodiment of the L® control systems}
the I»o control systems replicate, freshly embody and reproduce the
L control systems.
Finally, in an environment that changes and
calls for an adaptible collection of-L° control systems, the variation
of this environment must be countered by a variation amongst the
Lx control system codes.
This variation isppovided by the "mutation
of genes" whereby the genetic code is modified in a manner that is
not directly correlated with changes in the environment*
Footnote (1), This is a method for activating a chemical reaction
that is catalysed by some enzyme, there are some exceptions to this
statement, for example, some reactions accept from A.D.P. replexing
it by Adenosine Menophcsphato.

j

♦♦Footnote (2). Since tho mechanism of energy transfer is peripheral
in our discussion, no description of the process is attempted.
However, DIAGRAM 15 offers a fairly uo to date picture of the
mitochondrial organisât! n which will"be intelligible to anyone
versed in the nomenclature of this field.
At least it serves to
indicate the highly organised and physically structured pattern
of the Ir contre 1 systems that are maintained against continual
abrasion and decay.

'
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The Statistic?.! Mochantes ci the Ccillular Control Process.
Any cell contains a vest number of control systems of the type
we have described, *?ny one of which is conveniently represented
in the notation of DIAGRAM 16.
The pr bien of describing their
conjoint activity h?.s recently been tackled by B.C. Goodwin and
his theoretical analysis is one of the outstanding achievements
in Biochemical Cybernetics (it gives rise to a "statistical
mechanics” of cellular interactions). We shall not deal with the
mathematical part of the model but will briefly indicate hew the
model lias been assembled since the analytic process is complimentary
to the linguistic approach ve have adopted (in common with the
majority of authors wno have modelled cellular reactions, we have
taken an L1,!0, distinction for granted.
Similarly Waddinton,
for example, rakes a distinction on empirical grounds, between
the "epigenetic” level of control and the "metabolic” level of
control. Goodwin ¿arrives at this hierarchical structure in a
different way.)
The state description of the cell contains variables that
represent the c( ne entrât ions of difierent renct'-jats, a pair of
variables being needed to describe the st te of each control
unit. Under the; influance of specific catalysis and given the
energy required, those concentration value*s or., altered to generate
a trajectory of states of the cellular systeuCits state at any one
instant being represented r.s a point in a space of the descriptive
variables).
Now, on further scrutiny, it turns out that this state
description con bo portitienud. This possibility arises because the
systems controlling the reactions have relazation times that are not
continuously distributed (roughly a relaxation timo is the interval“
needed to regain equilibria! conditions after a unit disturbance).
Some systems have relaxation times which, in the colls of higher
organisms, aro in the order of several hours; others have rolavaticn
times in the order of a few minutes, and there are few in between
values.
It happens that the systems with long relaxation times
often corresucnd to "epigenetic” systems concerned with the synthesis
of large molécules at an Ir level of control; similarly the
"metabolic" systems at the L° level of control often have short
relaxation times. But even in the absence of this correlation,
it would still be possible to p rtiticn the v ariables in the state •
description for, although these different types of systems interact,
the variables cl the long relaxation time systems appear as fixed
parameters in the equations describing the activity of a short
relaxation time system and conversely, in dealing with the equation
for a long relaxation time system, it is possible to assume that all
of the short relaxation time systems that are associated with it can
roach dynamic equilibrium between one chango of its state and another.
The distinction of levels in DIAGRAM 16, is thus based upon the
observation that the relaxation timos of the cellular systems are
grouped rather than being continuously distributed and it is possible
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to separate the essential variables ct systems having different
relaxation times as subspaces of the space of descriptive variables
and to order those subspaces under logical inclusion¿ Thus the
subspace of the long relaxation time C-s it happens , epigenetic)
system variables include the subspace of short relaxation time (as
it happens, metabolic) system variables. But, since the epigenetic
variables are parameters in the metabolic equations and the motabolie
variables are essentially stationery valued in the epigenetic system
equations the analysis of the ep** genetic systems is not necessarily
more elaborate than that of the metabolic systems.
The control units in DIAGRAM 16, are plausible entities just
because of this separat ability.
It is evident that any control
unit is specified epigonetically but thc.t it interacts in a net
very well determined fashion with a host of other control units
through the metabolic processes it controls.
Since these
interactions are at the metabolic level we may regard them as weak
interactions tobe specified, ultimately, in no more than a
statistical manner.
In addition, there are streng couplings between the control
units which, as suggested in DIAGRAM 16, ore mediated by repressor
feedbacks to specific genetic loci.
These interactions must bo
stated explicitly end they will be viewed as deterministic in
character and will appear in the equations of activity oí the concrol
units•
The equations of activity for any single control unit can be
deduced from some plausible assumptions about the biochemical
processes involved; so con the equations for certain strongly
coupled combinations of control units(some combinations are excluded
because the equations cannot be integrated; hence the exclusion
is a matter of mathematical convenience and it could be avoided
by using end possibly developing more elaborate mathematical
procedures).
Goodwin shows that any control unit acts as a
restrained oscillator and that strongly interacting combinations
yield elaborate oscillatory behaviour with long term temporal
organisation.
The difficulties that beset an analysis of the behaviour of
the entire cellular system are (I) that although all of the control
units can be described within the same state description their
initial states are undetermined and (II) that the weak interactions
between the control units are net well defined.
To avoid the problems engendered by (I) and (II) Goodwin has

introduced a statistical mechanics* as in Chapter I«
In place
oí a single control unit we consider an ensemble of control units
which may either be conceived as an indefinitely large collection
cf abstract replicas as in Chapter I, or as the large but finite
collection of physical systems in the cell#
The states cf the
ensemble are represented as points in the descriptive space and
the trajectories of the members of the ensemble are associated
with a constant, in time, of this motion, which(by analogy with
the statistical mechanics of gas molecules, rather than control
units) has the characteristics cf energy.
To avoid confusion
between the energy cf molecules and the constant cf the trajectories
of the ensemble of control units this quantity is called the
"Talandie Energy" of the ensemble.
Although the "Talandic Energy"
is a constant for the entire ensemble, it is the commodity which
is exchanged, when there is coupling, between subsystems cf the
ensemble•
Another important statistical parameter is a measure of the
excitation of the entire system or of a subsystem of control units
which (again by analogy v/ith the statistical mechanics cf gas
molecules) is a "temperature".
This "Talandic Temperature"
determines the expected direction cf exchange of "Talandic Energy".
It is also possible to shew that the "Talandic Temperature"
represents a measure of the degree of non-linearity cf the
oscillatory behaviour cf the control units and to argue that the
maximum temporal organisation cf such a system increases with its
"Talandic Temperature"•

Footnote.
Theprerequisites are (1) Statement of the differential equations for
cf agio and strongly interacting combinations cf control Knits and
their presentation in Hamiltonian form (2) Identification of a
suitable integral of the equations for an ensemble cf control units
with the energy O) Statement that the equations xcr an ensemble
satisfy LiouvUles theorem so that the density of neighbour pniñtp
about the state point of any representative member cf the ensemble
is invariant (4) Derivation of class of averages over the ensemble
equivalent to time averages and; assumption that all admissible
initial states are equiprcbable#
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Z achieved.

Operation sequence A,B,C, with subgoals A,B, and C, and a goal Z.
Ilotico, (1) that domain of control units may he the sane as in A and
B , or different as in the case of C, and (2) that the operation sequence
is the operation of control unit Z«
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The construction for control of control and hierarchical organisation.
If L control system is embodied in a physical structuro, but the L°
system is not embodied, then the constraints exerted upon subsequent
relisation or activity of an L° system, are an L° code for its L°
goals. The existence of a code is represented by the symbolism*-
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1,1 syste,a operates upon a malloable or plastic
fabric, the constraints may persist as a ''written'' code, even if the
L
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As a spooial oaso,tho oodo constraints imposed by a highor order control
systoQi may dotermino ¿ho prdor of operations in an operation sequence
leaving more or loss latitude regarding the operations, as indicated below
We comment that Z cannot achieve it’s goal until tho operation sequence
code is substituted by real operations. The substitution process is
carried out by M.

I

A ■

or Ag

B -

B*! or Bg

C -

C

0

When tho operations of this programme or operation sequonce code are
physically roliaed as operators, the fom of ■'".he operations is determined
The actual substitution depends upon an
control system, M, that selects
from the available set, and upon the
interaction. In either case the
result is an operation sequence whereby Z can achieve it«s goal.

DIAGRAM IJ. I, II.
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Diagrams 14 and 15 aro too complicated to reproduce
accurately on stencils* Therefore, they have been
omitted from this report*
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CHAPTER IV
Fa'trie and Organisât!-n of Memory.
The Malleability of Animal Fabrics.
Alth.ugh animals perform seine wionderful feats of
learning and memory, it is prudent to reserve the
wonderment fer the organisation of the process.
There is n.thing very astonishing about the fact that
animals retain an impression or ’’trace" o^’engram"
of their history for they are built from a malleable
fabric which is inherently capable of habituation
and adaptation, and as Ashby and Beer have pointed
cut, sc is the fabric of many natural systems. We
are so accustomed to machines, such as computers,
wherein the components have been designed to avoid
the effects of habituation and adaptation that the
ubiquity cf these processes in nature is often
overlooked.
In fact, it is difficult to imagine
conditions in which a neurone, for example, would
not boar many persisting traces of its previous
stimulation and the real problem is to select a
relevant class cf mechanisms cf learning from an
unduly rich collection cf possibilities.
Mechanisms of Malleability.
Four sorts cf mechanisms have been widely discussed
as possible vehicles for the malleability in the
nerve us systems cf the higher animals.
These
mechanisms chiefly involve the neurones of the
brain but there is an impressive body cf data
suggesting that the glial cells which support and
m urish the neurones also take part in memory processes
(1)
If a loop of self excitable neurones is once
‘
stimulated it will continue tc reverberate and
the existence of this activity signifies its
previous stimulation. A suitable network of self
excitable circuits may be thrown into different
stable modes of activity by distinct stimuli and the
pattern characterising its prevalent mode signifies
the previous stimulation. Dynamic memory systems
of this type are "cleared" cf all the retained
infermatien if their electrical activity is interrupted
and because cf this it is known that long term
memory is net dynamic tho ugh short term memory
(and the mechanism for placing data into long
term memory) almo at certainly is.
Thus brain
freeaing (which brings the electrical activity
of the brain to a standstill) has no effect upon
at least some long term memory, nor does the

administration of a disruptive electrical shock.
But either freezing or shock impairs the assimilation
of experience over an interval extending up to ab ut
half an h ur before the treatment and for seme time
after it.
(2)
If a neurone, i, is excited by signals arriving
at its j—th synapse it is plausible, on the grounds
of physical chemistry, to suppose that a change in
membrane properties takes place which signifies,
to the i—th neurone, the fact that it was once
excited by a signal at the J-th synapse. An older
and mere extreme version of this hypothesis suggested
that activity dependent growth of nerve fibres
established or extended synaptic connections.
Whilst there is plenty of circunstancial evidence
in favour of at any rate the modern version of
this hypothesis, it is difficult to conceive an
experiment that would test or dispr ve it.
(3)
The members of another class of hypothesis,
suppose that excitation of a neurone by a temporal
or spatial pattern of impulsos P, givos rise to a
physio-chemical change in the cell membrane that is
peculiar t^ P, rather than the fibres that conveyed
P.
Once again, the hypothesis is almost certainly
true but it is difficult to disprove.
(4)
A peculiarly stable type cf P sensitive
memory has been proposed in connection with the
experimental work of Hyden and others. To be
Wõ Presen^ a nechanisn for memory
which goes considerably beyond the experimentally
verified field.
Suppose that a spatial or
temporal pattern of impulses P induces the
production of a specific messenger R.N.A. which
is used to synthesise a particular protein,p,
with the property that in contact with the pattern
P, protein p breaks down into substances that
excite the neurone.
Once that p has been produced
it remains available because a messenger R.N.A. is
available for its synthesis. Finally, we assume
that se ver hi messages, PijPg.P give rise
to several specific proteins p^pp ..p and
that a given neurone develops a particular class
of proteins able to '•recognise*1 a corresponding
class of patterns.
The chief evidence for this sort of memory
mechanism comes from experiments in which rats
learned to perform special skills, such as

balancing on a tight wire. In rats the learning
cf a balancing skill depends upen colls in
D®iter*s nucleus and it was found that nucleotide
base ratios in the R.N.A. from Deiter’s nucleus
cells of rats that had learned to balance on a
tight wire differed very greatly from the normal
base ratio (or the ratio for rats that had been
simply suspended and rocked), hence suggesting
the learning controlled synthesis of an abnormal
R.N.A.
Similar results have been obtained for
other animals, but they are open to the criticism
that the base ratio analytic technique demands
separable cells and the acquisition cf rather
special experimental skills.
Again, learning
can be inhibited, in certain conditions, if on
animal is treated with an antibiotic such as
Puramycin, that inhibits protein synthesis but
these results can be criticised because, apart
from learning, the treatment interferes v/ith
other aspects cf the metabolism.
It seems likely that all of the mechanisms
(1),(2),(3), and (4; are at work in normal learning.
Data must be consolidated in sh^rt term memory
by some dynamic process.
An appreciable delay
is involved in producing an R.N.A. molecule and
although reverberation patterns could hold the
information whilst the data in short term memtxy
is assimilated into long term memory it is likely
that an intermediate "plastic” change is involved.
Surpisingly çmall "plastic” changes cf connectivity
are needed to stabilise a particular mode cf
autonomous activity in a network such as DIAGRAM 15»
in the sense that once the i-th reverberation R^
has induced certain changes cf connectivity 0^,
the most probable pattern of reverberation becomes
Rj_.
In cthor words, if the network characterised
by
is subsequently excited in a haphazard fashion
it will prove to reverberate in the i-th mode 5iFurther, a system cf this sort admits a type cf
contingency which is needed in any learning system.
The changes in connectivity required to achieve
a in DIAGRAM c.5, are only admitted if R*. arises
from a goal approximating form cf excitation of the
network.

The Location cf Memory«
People ask "Where is the memory?" meaning, "Where
is. some item stored?" and they ask "Where is
memory?" meaning, "Where is the memory organ?".
It may he the case that neither enquiry is answerable
but in each case something can be said. The
original picture of memory, as a sort of file
index system with something like a cortical
neurone registering a single item was reversed
by experimental work, such as Lashley^ that
shewed learning and memory in rats and other
creatures to be unspecifically effected by large
cortical ablations. The file index theories were
replaced by dynamic memory theories in which
items were registered by complex modes cf activity,
These notions have been rejected so far as long
term memory is concerned although they plausibly
apply to short term memory.
The present thinking on this subject is that
long term memory is neither localised nor is it
diffuse in the dynamic sense*
To illustrate the
point, consider a "phantom limb" (somebody with
a painful and diseased arm has it amputated.
Later, ho feels the pain that used to exist, say
in his fingers, even though the hand is missing.
If sc, he is said to have a "phantom limb" (which
is a curiously tangible sort of memory).
It is
possible to remove the phantom limb by destroying
a very precisely definable tract cf nerve fibres
that are responsible for signalling the pain
(destruction of the tract can be achieved by a
beam of ultrasonic sound or in ether ways).
The"phantom limb" disappears.
Hence, the memory
must be localised. But a few months later, the
limb returns. Hence the original memory was
evidently represented in some coded form, in
another part of the nervous system and, in this
sense, it was diffuse.
The relearned "phantom
limb" can again be exorcised by an operation that
is entirely local. But a feo months later it is
relearned, so the relearned memory was alsó
represented in seme distant part cf the nervous
system.
Briefly, a memory has a specific operational
locus, which is one of its representations. But it
has many, and conceivably an indefinitely large
number, cf representations in the brain.
There
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is a great deal cf evidence in faveur cf the view
that mercery involves a continual relearning in
which whatever is relearned becomes differently
and mere diffusely represented.
We ccement that
an organisation cf this type is identical with
an cassociative cermry system in which data is
stored in terns cf many tokens for its properties.
The datum "Aunt Amelia’s sitting room" is stored,
for example,in terms cf properties, such as being
rectangular, being a rectangular room, c.ntaining
an aspidestra plant and belonging tc an irrascible
cld lady.
Fcr each property value there will be
a token cr tag and "üunt Amelia's sitting room"
is Mit irately represented as a way of associating
its tokens.
As more items are stored in an
associative memcry, more descriptive properties
are generated and insofar as these are relevant
to an existing item, this item becomes differently
represented due tc the acquisition ol novel tokens
that relate it tc the novel descrijrtive properties.
The Iters in Memory.
What "item" is remembered and relearned. The
evidence points very strongly tc the proposition
that an organism remembers what to do abuut a
situation in ord^r tc achieve a goaTT in other
words, the basic "item" is a control system code
which, depending upen the level of abstraction,
(or th_- L_Vôl cf the coded control system in an
hierarchy cf control) is either an instruction
for doing something goal directed cr a prescription
for building an operator that will do something
(or a prescription for a class cf prescriptions
and sc on).
Consequently, the descriptive
properties in a memory system should be either
properties cf goal directed action or mere
abstracted properties of properties of action,
and there are good reasons for supposing that they
are.
Aunt Amelia’s aspidestra is recalled as-that
into which, wo might pour a glass cf tonic wine
?jid Aunt Amelia's irrascible disposition is
recalled as that with which we argue to get our
own way. The case of the phantom limb appears
to contradict this hypothesis (it seems as though
a phantom limb is a "fact" cr simply a "feeling").
But even here it is feasible tc argue that the
feeling occurs because the organism has a memory
that makes it try tc do something or to make a
compensation that cannot, in fact, be dene cr made

(which avoids the rather unfair repartee that a
phantcn limb is a pathological memory anyhow).
In support of the contention is the fact that
the most basic sorts of looxning, including
coordination skills and maintenance of posture,
are impaired or prevented if the subject is not
allowed to do what he normally would do or if the
motor feedback derived fren these actions is
distorted or interrupted.
On a slightly different
tack, all learning which has been examined
experimentally is associated with goal achievement.
In laboratory experiments of the type we shall
consider in Chapter V, the animal is reworded by
the experimenter for doing whatever it should
learn to do and there is little doubt that the
creature learns hov; to achieve the goal of getting
a reward.
The experimenter must,of course, find
out what the animal treats as a reword; this nay
be something obvious, like food for a hungry
animal or it coy be something that satisfies a
mere subtle physiological requirement; indeed,
it nay be any commodity that the animal has a
"drive" to get.
From the tenor cf cur previous
discussion it will be evident that not all "drives"
are of tne directly physiological type (subserving
a reduction in hunger or the provision cf sexual
satisfaction).
If the creature conto.ins or
acquires any code or programme which prescribes
a goal, then there is a perfectly good symbolic
drive to achieve this goal(whon the pro gramme or
code is acquired as a result of previous learning
the reward suited to a symbolic drive is cten
called a "secondary reinfcreer", in contrast to
a "primary reinforcer" which acts as a reward for
a physiological drive).
Symbolic drives, at any
rate these that are innate, can often be generalised.
Most of the higher animals have a generalised
curiosity drive, and Desmond Morris has emphasised
the "neophylic" or "novelty loving" propensity
, of certain species. Nene of this is at all
surprising. We might predict that animals would
seek to explore their environment on the grounds
thc.t they cj?o active control systems; we night
expect to find higher animals exploring in the
hinterland between the unfamiliar and the positively
frightening. But these symbolic drives, however
predictable, are not physiclcgical drives in the
classical sense.
I am stressing the peint because
all of the counter-examples to the present contention
namely all the exemplars of learning that is not

7gcal directod rest upon the absence of physio¬
logical drive and rely upon the supposed absence
of any drive.
The chief exemplars are latent
learning, copying, and imprinting. Of these
latent learning and copying almost certainly
represent delayed forms of imprinting which is
a process we shall consider in a moment.
Where is the Process?.
Is the organ of memory the brain(as we supposed
above) or something more than the brain or seme
part ci the brain?
If we accept the view that
memory involves relearning, then there is no real
answer to this enquiry; certain sorts of relearning
depend upon the states of the organism and ethers
upon states of its environment (yet it would
hardly be reasonable to call the environment part
of the memory organ).
It is perfectly reasonable
even so, to say that some cells in the organism
are specialised as malleable units. According to
most present day thinking, these arc all neurones,
and the znurenes specialised as malleable units
are scattered rather difiusely about the nervous
system.. In some animals those cells have been
identified, for example, J.Z.Young has advanced a
scheme of the sort shown in DIAGRAM 26 •» to
explain hew the octopus learns to ad'/ ice or
retreat from-a visual form. .The spec ^lised cells
in DIAGRAM 26, are the amarcrine cells in the
octopus opti. lobes.
Not surprisingly, if the "items” in a
memory are "codes" for control systems, the
organisation of memory appears to be identical
with the organisation of a goal directed hierarchical
control system.
At the lowest level of
erganis ition a control system realised in
physically malleable fabric could adapt in favour
of its goal, so that if seme environmental
condition is repeated it will subsequently select
an action that is goal ap‘roximating. Thereby
it acquires or improves its decision rule. If we
start with an active control system as in DIAGRAM 8,
then this adaptation becomes a primitive sort of
learning.
The source cf variation guarantees that

-e-

if the system is not perturbed by its environment
then it will act upon its environment (in a
fashion that is haphazardly selected within the
constraints imposed by its structure). Such a
device Is imbued with the rudimentary auxiliary
goal of learning( in a rather inefficient, trial
making, way) about its surroundings.
The "control of control” construction yields
a higher level of organisation wherein the L1
control systems loarn about and operate upon
(according to DIAGRAM 11) or select and construct
(according to DIAGRAM 12) the L° control systems
in their domain.
If the attitude controller of
DIAGRAM 21, is embodied in a malleable fabric
it "learns attitudes” and is, of ftourse, a special
case of DIAGRAM 11.
If each parameter value is
associated with a distinct L° control system,
then DIAGRAM 21, has the form of DIAGRAM 12.
Since all of these structures are reducible to
active control systems of the sort in DIAGRAM 8,
the learning process is also reducible.
When embodied in a malleable fabric "control
of control" is a non trivial sort cf learning j an
hierarchical concatenation cf trivially "learning
about learning".
Since the process entails the
stable association of control systems, or the
codes for them, it is apt to call it "concept
building”; notably "concept building” in a
semantic universe of discourse is isomorphic with
the reciprocal process of cellular reproduction,
when the system is interpreted in Chapter II, in
a biochemical domain.
If "control of control” is iterated, the
resulting system is able to build an indefinitely
large hierarchy of concepts.
Bach level in this
hierarchy is concerned with a distinct collection
of signs and may be regarded not only as a distinct
level cf discourse but'as a distinct sign system
or internal language. Hence, the interpretation
cf concepts, codes, or one level of expressions
in terms of another level(or in terms of the
system language) entails translation. If ,as in
DIAGRAM 27» a pair of organisms A and B are
assumed te comr. unie ate concepts at level
then
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they must each he equipped with an interpretative
mechanism that translates between L« and t:heir
system language.
Several Levels of Discourse.
There are a couple cf outstanding and closely
related questions about learning and memory.
One question is MTo what extent can a pair
of organisms A and B communie ate concepta?”.
This is really an issue of what interpretative
codes A and B Jointly possess. The other
question is "To what extent does learning depend
upon the codes that are innately determined
(specified as part of the genetic instructions
cf an organism;?". This will be dealt with
later.
If A and B are tc communicate as suggested
in DIAGRAM 27, then they Eiust be equipped with
arrangements for translation from the higner
conceptual levels into the system language.
Since the system language certainly accomodates
L° signs for data about the environment, this
may amount tc providing an Lc interpretation or
translation of expressions at any other level
of discourse (wo could achieve Ir- communication
bv establishing a direct connection between the
organisation in A»s head and the In¬
organisation in B*s head, using the L1 data
codes.
But this would imply "getting into" A's
head and "getting into" B*s head in a rather
literal fashion which is physically impracticably*

distinction cf levels in this
rigid way is net accidental. It stems from the
need, in a reducible model, to avoid any ambiguity
regarding the level of discourse to which statements
refer. A similar distinction is made, in a logical
context, between "logical types" and yields a "type
hierarchy" or its equivalent.

Dc organisms need to communicate higher level
concepts?
It appears that they do.
The teaching
relation “A teaches E a skill” certainly entails
Ii discourse, for A must he aware of tho goal to
be satisfied hy B, he jaust cstensively define^
this goal in L^, provide' exemplars of the stimuli* -.
that are d^alt with in the skill (again Ie) and
he must reinforce B if his responses are goal
satisfying.
The relation ”A teaches B askill”
•occurs very commonly in animal communities and
is about the simplest case of higher level
discourse. Tho offspring of ravens, for example,
grow up in ar elaborate social milieu which
evidently, from Lorenz*s account, involves a
great deal of teaching on the part of the parents
and other adults.
Dc organisms have the necessary translation
systems?
They do, insofar as they are able to
indulge in any higher level discourse. But there
is plenty of evidence that the acquisition of
these translation systems (usually by a teaching
process) is something of a stumbling block and
we shall argue that it imposes the chief
restriction upon social evolution.
In the
absence of a translation mechanism .a concept is
isolated and cannot be shared*
Is there any way, apart from direct
connection (which is impracticable)of establishing
higher level discourse between A and B. The reply
is "No”, if stratification is retained and if,
as a result of this, statements in the system
language are unambiguous.
The reply is "Yes”,
if the stratification is avoided by using a self
referential system language that is able to
describe and construct its own expressions. In
particular, it is possible to specify the entire
concept building process in a suitable self
referential language and the stratification
becomes unnecessary.
The price to be paid is
an irreducible ambiguity of reference Thus
the expedient of discarding stratification is only
open or organisms able to tolerate ambiguity or
to give their own idiosyncratic interpretation
to statements in the system language.
The cona-r.ance of Codes.
Let us now return to the question of which codes
are innate.
Any animal has some behaviour that

11is innato y in the sonso that just this behavicur
would develop even in an odd and atypical
environment. Most animals have some behaviour
that is learned in the sense that an adaptation
occurs, which is jointly consonant with its
innate codes and the structural codes of its
system language. Sore of birdsong is innate
Cthe recognition of certain sound coordinates
and the use of certain muscular actions) but some
of it is learned (the recognition of specific
sound patterns and the refinements of singing).
The same comment applies to most of sexual
behavicur and to the selection of a habitat in
which to live. The really notable point is that
the behavicur of the animal ultimately fits the
structural code of the system language and thus
that there is a "consonance” between the genetic
code oi the animal and the linguistic cede. In
fact, the "consonance of codes" is a general
biological principle sind the sequential learning
process that brings it about is of general
importance.
The consonance between the innate
codes of the whole animal and the structural
code of its language is due to a particular
manifestation of this sequential learning process
called "imprinting" which occurs in the first
part of life.
-

Some Experiments on Imprinting.
Imprinting was first noticed by Spalding in 2872. The
phenomenon was studied by several workers including
Lorenz in the late 1920*s and it has been intensively
investigated by Tinbergen, Thorpe and others, so that
a }af63 body of data is available. Ideally, and as
originally conceived by Lorenz the phenomenon of
Imprinting consists in the rapid and irreversible
acquisition (without the satisfaction of any
physiological drive) of an attachment or an aversion
usually entailing the recognition of a releaser'
TriSÍÍ/vJí!**0*1 ¿s> *y definitifn, in the system language.
Inprinting of a given type can only occur within
a short "sensitive period" in the animal*s life.
Typically the sign that is recognised is "Mother".
In normal conditions the baby animal comes across
its real mother within th$ "eensi^ive ¿erlod" for
maternai imprinting and;, if. ho¿ it subsequently exhibits
maternally directed behávicufjs like "following".
But the sign for a mothor is net innate^ although the

need to have a "Mother’^ign is innate.
Hence, the
imprinting process can be^fcoled".
Many animals
can be imprinted to "follow" and to espouse rather
inappropriate objects, for example, ducklings that
are exposed to.the experimenter in their sensitive
period will subsequently fellow the experimenterj
Haxlcw^ baby monkeys became maternally attached
to a cloth ccvered wire structure; by an unfortunate
accident a peacock was once led to rogatd a-tilrtle
as its only possible mate (imprinting applies to
sexual as well as maternal attachments<
In fact,
it applies to most signs and actions that are
important for survival or that are used in connection
with other animals of the sane species).
In a recent survey of the field, Sluckin has
Pointed out that imprinting docs net usually have
this ideal character but merges into ordinary
learning by trial and reward. It is not so
immediate as used to be imagined and there is some
evidence that it may not be any more irreversible
than other learning.
So far as 'drives are concerned
the curiosity drive is presumably satisfied if it
exists.
But in any case, the goals are perfectly
adequate symbolic goals that are achieved by the
fact of imprinting, as such. Finally, the work of
Guitón shows that in chicks, at any rate, the
sensitive period is more adequately conceived as
an ordering of sensititivitieo. -The organism is
sensitive tc Type A imprinting until Aj Is imprinted
and to type B imprinting until B^ is imprinted.
Perhaps Sluckins main point is that imprinting
occurs within a iramework (of perceptual attributes
and predetermined action patterns).
Chicks, for
example, become imprinted tc follow (as they would
their mother) after any moving dark or light object,
or even any flashing light • This, and a few other
features of a mother are salient properties to which
they attend and these perceptual attributes are
inherited. They are also, of course, consonant with
the.system language indeed they determine its
universe of discourse. Whilst accepting this point
of view, we comment that the number of perceptual
attributes normally associated with the imprinted
figure may be very much larger than the number
encountered in the laboratory. In some respects,
the relatively simple figure of Harlow*s cloth
covered wire structure did not act as a mother;
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latür in lifo the baby monkeys exhibited several
deficiencies. By hypothesis some of the relevant
perceptual attributes wer«' missing from the maternal
figure in the experiment.
The Sequential Development of Consonance.
The consonance of codes developed through imprinting
involves a sequential control process which belongs
to a rather large class of similar processes, all
of which can be developed from the paradigm case
in DIAGRAM 13. As a first step in this development
we convert the substitution process, M, in DIAGRAM
13 into an operation sequence. This yields the
organisation of DIAGRAM 28 (I).
The best exemplar of this organisation is the
metamorphosis of insects; such as the faciliar
transformation of an insect egg into the larval
ferm of caterpillar and the caterpillar into the
adult which is a butterfly or a moth. Mthin hours
after the insect egg begins to divide an initial
embryonic control system, R say, lays down the code
, for the adult form; this is embodied in
scattered groups of colls called imaginai buds. As
the larva develops (enlarging chiefly by undifierentiating
expansion of the existing cells and accotimodating this
expansion by moulting), the imaginai buds remain dormant.
Now R also produces a substitution system, M, that
is embodied in the hormonal control mechanism in
DIAGRAM 29. The secretory cells in the brain
produce hormones of which one stimulates the secretion
of a further hormone P.G.H. from the insects
prothcracic gland, (as in DIAGRAM 29.
there is also
an inhibitory feedback of P.G.H. to the brain,
Similarly, a pair of bodies, the corpora allata
that are closely associated with thu brain (and
are analagous in insects, to the pituitary gland)
secrete a juvenile hormone J.H. In the presence
cf J.H,
In the presence of J.H. the P.G.H. system
controls the cyclic changes cf moulting, and the
imaginai buds remain inhibited. As the concentration
of the corpora allata*s J.H. decreases* the pupating
insect larva becomes responsive to external stimuli
such as temperature which render the brain and the
♦Footnote.

Although the mechanism for the decrease in

J.H. concentration is not elucidated the process can bo
reversed experimentally, for example, the insect can be
retained as a giant developing larva by injecting J.H.
cr made to metamorphose prematurely by removing its
corpora allata.

P.G.H. systerr functionally equivalent to M.
A
sequential process occurs in which the iroaginal buùs
are activated and the code- a is substituted stage
by stage.
Coincidentally, the larval cells are
dissolved and used to provide nourishment for the
a coded adult.
The next modification of the p.-iradigm organisation
appears in DIAGRAM 28 (II). New the initial process
R lays down a pair of codes oc and ß as well as M.
Although the substitutents for the a and ß operations
are undetermined before M becomes active, R does
detwriiinc the interconnection of the domain of the
putative control system.
The best exemplar of this organisation is the
biological specifity of motor and sensory limb
innervation patterns which has been chiefly studied
in the embryos of amphibia, a is a central
representation of action patterns (such as the
walking movement) or of sensory patterns, ß is
a peripheral representation of these patterns which
nanes the muscles and nerves involved ( and is
probably a chemical coding). Rather late in embryonic
development M, which is the limb innervation system,
sequentially substitutes the operations in a and ß
in a consonant fashion, and brings about the required
neural connections. The character of this process is
revealed by the fact that it can be experimentally
’‘fooled’'.
By ingenious surgery that alters the
peripheral "names” it is possible to induce a bizarre
ex toßcorrespondences reflected in anomalous
structures such as amphibia that have futile movement
patterns or that scratch their backs when they are
tickled on their front.
Finally, consider DIAGRAM 30.
The codes a
and
ß and the substitution system M, are again laid down
by R, which is however, conceived as an evolutionary
rather than a genetic control system,
ß is the set
of constraints upon a system language, its syntax
and alphabet. <x is a code for releasers and other
signs in an individual organism with the system
language ß (so that, in a sense ß could be specified
by an aggregation of the a codes characterising all
combers of some local population).
The substitution
system M is the imprinting system.
Although M only
acts upon « we stipulate in DIAGRAM 30 that it receives
at least some external Ir- control signals (in other

words, at least some ß signs can be interpreted
or recognised by the organise, as instructions to
M).
Those signals have the form "thus L° input
belongs tc the class of mothers" which may amount
to no mere than "the class of stimuli associated
with a flashing light".
For imprinting, nothing
further is required.
Tho* imprinting of a given
element of a is restricted by the adrissibleßsigns
in (unless, experimentally, we import some bizarre
object with the same name in the ß universe of
discourse; say, the experimenter himself).
The
process is sequential (B can only be imprinted after
A has been imprinted) the goals sire internal and
symbolic goals; but notice that the organisation
would depict reinforcement learning rather than
imprinting if we had required an efiective lA •
feodbeck of data. Indeed, there is a sense in
which the specifity obtainable by reinforcement
feedback is replaced, for inprinting by the
restriction of ß .
To illustrate the point, DIAGRAM 31, is an
imaginary but plausible substitution plan. It is
assumed that a admits A = A^ or A2 or Aj or A^,
that B = B1 or B2 or Bj or B^ and 0 = 01 or Og.
The code ß imposes the partially sequential dependencies
shown in DIAGRAM 31* which indicates the constraints
imposed upon the imprinting process by difierent
experience of ß signs emitted by other organisms or
the environment.
The Production of Novel Organisations.
Sc far, we have presupposed the existence of higher levels
of organisation without speciiying hew they appear.
The ormission is deliberate, for an adequate account
of the development of higher levels of organisation
entails the cooperative interactions which will be
discussed in Chapter VI.
However, this is a logical
point to consider the essential part played by
difierentiation in providing the entities that do
cooperate presupposing some vague idea of what
cooperation is, and 1-aving it vague until Chapter VI).
The imprinting process is one of the most important
types of differentiation (it might, alternatively, be
dubbed "symbolic" differentiation),
A more elaborate
but also more tangible differentiation occurs amongst
the cells in a developing embryo, leading to the
production of coherent tissues like skin and brain and
kidney.
Indeed cellular differentiation and imprinting

are isomorphic if we accept a view, most explicitly
stated by Flickingor, that the development of
"competence” in a cell is a sequential process.
Although rather little is known about the detailed
mechanism of cellular differentiation it is commonly
agreed that cells differentiate because of an
interaction between their "competence" and the embryonic
"field" in which they reside. The competence of a cell
(at a given instant) is the collection of genetic codes
or genetic loci that can be realised at trat instant.
Initially, the cell is equipotential (in the sense
that any of its codes can be realised). It becomes
restricted, Flickingor suggests in a sequential
fashion, as certain genetic codes are blocked or
prohibited.
If a in DIAGRAM 50 represents the
genetic code then M is analagous to this sequential
process .
The embryonic field of a cell consists in the
influence exerted upon it by all neighbouring cells
in their immediate condition of competence. The L°
discourse in DIAGRAM 50 is analagous to the ß
restricted influence of other members of the local
population upon the individual organism, whilst the
Ir1- discourse is strictly analagous to the effect
of inductive stimuli tbat influence M and induce
the substitution of code blocks. Since ß is
derivable from a composition of the several a codes
there is an important sense in which the a and ß
interaction cannot give rise to a"novel" form or to
essentially "higher" levels of organisation. It is
true that novel forms of differentiation could arise
from externally induced mutations.
But the
discontinuities of genuine innovation cannot arise
from any internal process unless the differontiating
and developing system is constrained in some fashion
that would, in the absence of cooperation, merely separate
the parts (or place them in a competitive relationship,
for cooperation is the converse cf competition).
For imprinting, the relevant constraints are social.
They entail the systems of convention and tradition
discussed in Chapter VII and Chapter VIII.
In the
developing embryo they are occasionally mere tangible
and depend upon the geometry that restricts growth
(if you have a ball cf cells, for example, that grows
more rapidly at the top than at the bottom, then,
geometrically, this tall must invaginate). Genuine
novelty occurs when restrictions of this sort bring
separately differentation parts into informational
proximity and, in the case to be cited, into
physical proximity.
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At a rather early stage in the development
cf the embryo of arrphibia it is possible to distinguish
a primitive or presumptive mesoderm (which arises
from the sc called ”grey crescent” of the egg).
Whilst the embryo is still a hollow ball it is
also possible to distinguish primitive ectoderm
(which is to be the outer layer when the ball
invaginatos to produce a "gastrula" and which,
in the adult, gives rise to structures such as tho
skin)« These tissues develop separately until
the embryo”gastrulates" At this point the presumptive
mesoderm and the ectoderm come into physical contact
and the presumptive mesoderm induces the local
transformation cf ectoderm into neural tissue.
In embryology such an cccurrence is called"evocationV
It is perhaps the most explicit case of novelty
production and it exemplifies the type of evolutionary
process which, in the abstract, has the form
(1)

Variation to produce alternatives by differing
experience or external mutation

(2)

Differentiation cf specifically distinct
structures

(5)

Separation of these structures and further
cliff erentiaticn.

(4)

Approximation cf distinct and separately developed
structures.

(5)

Cooperative interaction to form some ncyel
organisation.
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